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Preface
On the inside book cover these questions are written:
Where are we? Who are we? Do our beliefs, hopes and dreams
mean anything out there in the void? Can human purpose and
meaning ever fit into a scientific worldview?
Carroll's message in this book is that there is no ultimate purpose, we are
only the product of matter and material forces, there is no meaning to life,
there is no afterlife and meaning and purpose do not fit into any scientific
worldview. But the author tries to dress it up saying that it’s what you put
into your life that counts. Beauty is found in the observer. But he cannot escape his own bondage because his
worldview ultimately does not allow for intrinsic meaning or purpose. He is just dead in the end.
There is nothing new in this book but a lot of atheistic philosophy stemming from Enlightenment philosopher David
Hume. The author uses circular reasoning and begging the question. By assuming there is no Creator because He is
not needed in the universe, to cause it or operate within it, and by assuming everything in the past evolution of the
universe and life in it is explained by man’s current knowledge (Darwinian evolution by mutation and natural
selection) then everything can be explained how it came to be. The universe needs no reason to exist. It simply is.
Life needs no reason, it simply is. There was nothing before time began in the big bang so no question can be asked
what was before? There is no First Cause because either the universe came into the existence with the beginning of
time itself, or, time is fundamental and always existed so from it and the laws of physics the universe spontaneously
arose from some quantum fluctuation. Now that we are smarter we have come to understand this true fact.
He talks of methodological empiricism as the correct way to learn the truth about the universe but he offers no
direct empirical evidence for the origin of the universe in a big bang, or for the initial alleged low entropy state it
started in, or for the spontaneous origin of life by random chance, or for the alleged Darwinian evolution of living
organisms by natural selection over eons of time. We are essentially asked to just believe these as given facts as
much as the author seems to. He offers up only stories to justify his beliefs. As a book alleged to give the Big Picture
of the Universe and all life in it, it fails on the very premise the author sets out to use—direct observation of the
world to discover the truth.
To the best I my knowledge, and I have read every word, nowhere in this book is Jesus Christ mentioned. God is
mentioned but never the name of Jesus. In terms of being an influential thinker, Jesus Christ is probably the single
most influential. Considering that, then in a book ostensibly on the meaning of life and the universe, you would think
He would merit a mention.
Introduction
In the Prologue the author writes:
“We have two goals ahead of us. One is to explain the story of our universe and why we think it’s true, the
big picture as we currently understand it. It’s a fantastic conception. We humans are blobs of organised mud,
which through the impersonal workings of nature’s patterns have developed the capacity to contemplate

and cherish and engage with the intimidating complexity of the world around us. To understand ourselves,
we have to understand the stuff out of which we are made, which means we have to dig deeply into the
realm of particles and forces and quantum phenomena, not to mention the spectacular variety of ways that
those microscopic pieces can come together to form organized systems capable of feeling and thought.
The other goal is to offer a bit of existential therapy. … By the old way of thinking, human life couldn’t
possibly be meaningful if we are ‘just’ collections of atoms moving around in accordance with the laws of
physics. That’s exactly what we are, but it’s not the only way of thinking about what we are. We are
collections of atoms, operating independently of any immaterial spirits or influences, and we are thinking
and feeling people who bring meaning into existence by the way we live our lives.” (p.3)
The latter he must say because later he says that the material world is all there is. He argues that there is no such
thing as a spirit or a soul that is not part of our material body. When we die that is it, there is nothing beyond life.
Carroll is a student of many philosophers, mostly atheists, or who are at least those who challenge a conservative
Christian worldview of life. For example he mentions, Descartes, Nietzsche, Laplace, Hume, Leibniz, Spinoza, Lewis
(not C.S.), Russell, Wittgenstein, Kierkegaard and others. But it would seem that the author relies more strongly on
the so‐called Enlightenment philosophy of the atheist Scotsman David Hume.
His claim is that the Core Theory—the standard quantum field theory of particle physics—is the correct theory to
describe everything in the realm of human existence.
“…we have extremely good reason to think that the Core Theory is the correct description of nature in its
domain of applicability. That domain is wide enough to immediately exclude a number of provocative
phenomena: from telekinesis and astrology to survival of the soul after death.” (p.4)
The existence of the soul is lumped in with pseudo‐sciences such as astrology and telekinesis. That seems to show
his ignorance for what real biblical Christians actually believe. It is disingenuous, in my view, to lump the survival of
the soul after death in with various parapsychological beliefs, which would be condemned by God.
He is a believer in materialism at its very core, and as such promotes naturalism, in a form he calls poetic naturalism,
as developed by David Hume. In that, apparently, we can find a meaning for life.
“Purpose and meaning of life arise through fundamentally human acts of creation, rather than being derived
from anything outside our selves” (p.11).
He clearly states his religion, which he attempts to justify in the book.
“In the right circumstances, matter self‐organizes into configurations, capable of capturing and using
information from their environments. The culmination of this process is life itself.” (pp. 4‐5)
“At a fundamental level, there aren’t separate ‘living things’ and ‘nonliving things,’ ‘things here on Earth’ and
‘things up in the sky,’ ‘matter’ and ‘spirit.’ There is just the basic stuff of reality, appearing to us in many
different forms.” (p.12)
The overall thread of his book describes how that mankind has become more and more knowledgeable of how
nature operates and, as such, we no longer need to think in terms of anything other than a material world. There is
nothing else—nothing else is needed to explain everything we know. There are no gods, no Creator, no spirits, no
soul. All is matter and how the laws of physics operate on that matter.
The book is divided into six sections: they are titled Cosmos, Understanding, Essence, Complexity, Thinking, and the
last section is Caring.
“Finally, in ‘Caring’ we confront the hardest problem of all, that of how to construct meaning and values in a
cosmos without transcendent purpose. … Poetic naturalism (the form he subscribes to) strikes a middle
ground, accepting that values are human constructs, but denying that they are therefore illusory or
meaningless. … The meaning we find in life is not transcendent, but it’s no less meaningful for that.” (p.5)

He tries to hold the view that there can be found excitement and meaning in life whilst knowing on the other hand
that there is no ultimate purpose.
“As we understand the world better, the idea that it has a transcendent purpose seems increasingly
untenable.” (p.9)
And says the problem occurs because we have not fully accepted the atheist view of life. That is, that there is no
Creator, and all life evolved from pond scum over the past several billion years.
“Over the course of the last two centuries, Darwin has upended our view of life.” (p.10)
“It’s a bit of a leap, in the face of all of our commonsense experience, to think that life can simply start up
out of non‐life, or that our experience of consciousness needs no more ingredients than atoms obeying the
laws of physics. Of equal importance, appeals to transcendent purpose or higher power seem to provide
answers to questions to some of the pressing ‘Why?’ questions we humans like to ask: Why this universe?
Why am I here? Why anything at all? Naturalism, by contrast, simply says: those aren’t the right questions to
ask.” (p.13)
And admits that
“It’s a lot to swallow, and not a view that anyone should accept unquestioningly”. (p.13)
And
“We don’t know how the universe began, of if it’s the only universe. … We don’t know how life began, or
how consciousness arose.” (p.13)
If you don’t know how, then probably you don’t know why. So how can he answer the ‘Big Picture’ questions when,
within the first 13 pages, he admitted that the naturalists have no idea and instead says that such ‘why?’ questions
are invalid?
Naturalism
Carroll defines naturalism saying it comes down to three things (p.20) and that “the only reliable way of learning
about the world is by observing it”. But how can he know that if he is not God. Suppose for a minute that there really
is a Creator God and He gave us a revelation in His written Word. But because man cannot, by definition, observe
God, since He is a spirit and outside the realm of detectability by science, how can he know that what God has
written is not a reliable way of learning about the world? And this is another self‐refuting claim: what observation
did he make, or even could he make, that reliably showed that observation is the only reliable way of learning?
His form of naturalism – poetic naturalism (after David Hume) – is just standard atheistic naturalism, but he adds
that man has responsibility and freedom (p.21).
“The world exists; beauty and goodness are things that we bring to it.”
He means there is nothing intrinsically good or beautiful. He writes that there are
“No causes, whether material, formal, efficient, or final” (p.29).
Extending the idea of Laplace’s Demon, he writes
“Realistically, there never will be and never can be an intelligence vast and knowledgeable enough to predict
the future of the universe from its present state.” (p.34)
In the chapter titled “Reasons Why” he says that Leibniz’s Principle of Sufficient Reason is a mistake. That principle
states that “For any true fact, there is a reason why it is so, and why something else is not so instead” (p.40). And he
points out that
“Hume noted that conceiving of effects without causes might seem unusual, but it does not lead to any
inherent contradiction or logical impossibility.” (p.41)
This leads to his belief that the universe needs no reason to be; it simply is.

“… there are facts that don’t have any reasons to explain them”. (p.42)
He implicitly believes a big bang origin for the universe 14 billion years ago, and says that there are some questions
for which we may not get answers.
“We have to be open to the possibility that they are brute facts, and that’s just how things are.” (p.45)
“But we should be at peace with the possibility that, for some questions, the answer doesn’t go any deeper
than ‘that’s what it is.’” (p.46)
Carroll talks about science as what we can measure experimentally but then in regards to the alleged big bang he
appeals to faith, using the big bang model (theory not experimental results) to test the big bang model (theory). This
is common practice among astronomers. He admits this in regards to measurement of the alleged expansion of the
universe.
“If you focused on a particular faraway galaxy and measured its velocity, then came back a few million or
billion years later and measured it again, you would find that it’s now moving away from you even faster.
(That’s not what the astronomers did, of course; they compared the velocities of galaxies at different
distances.) If this behavior continues forever—which seems quite plausible—the visible universe will
continue to expand and dilute in perpetuity.” (p.52)

Figure 1: Light from distant galaxies shows spectral like shifted towards the red end of the spectrum. Hence they are labelled
'redshifted'. Only spectral lines are measured, not recession speeds.

The problem is that he has assumed the big bang model to be the true description of the Universe to provide
evidence for the description of the Universe. Galaxy velocities are not measured but their redshifts. A velocity is an
interpretation based on general relativity that a galaxy’s redshift implies a recession speed. But it does not
necessarily follow as there are many other possible mechanisms that could give rise to redshifts.1
Secondly the big bang model is assumed by applying the assumption that galaxies at different redshifts represent the
state of the universe at past epochs classifies by those redshifts. This is the cosmological principle in application. It
states that there are no special places in the universe and all locations at the same epoch of time look the same. Thus
you can use galaxies at any redshift as representative of the state of the whole universe at that time.
But the latter can only be assumed, without proof. In fact, cosmology itself is an historical science (at best) and more
akin to trying to reconstruct the history of the rocks from sedimentary layers or past life from the fossils buried in
those rocks.
At the end of the chapter on our universe he opines about our existence and purpose.
“We are small, and the universe is large. It’s hard, upon contemplating the scale of the cosmos, to think that
our existence here on Earth plays an important role in the purpose or destiny of it all. …. A crucial question
along the way is, why did the matter in the universe evolve over billions of years in such a way as to create
us?” (p.53)
All the glory to the universe! Or so it would seem. This is what the book is essentially preaching.
Considering how these atheist apologists operate, not only Carroll, but also Krauss, Tyson, Hawking, Dawkins and
others, there is often really little effort focused on real operational science but more on presenting unprovable‐
historical‐science stories dressed up as real science. The tone of this book, though at times the author admits to the
shortcomings of our current knowledge, is not critical of the evolutionary stories, but only of minor details that yet

need to be filled in. To state to a general audience that velocities of galaxies are measured (for example) without
qualification, because it fits into the story‐line, is tantamount to being deceptive. This book like many others along
the same line attempts to sell a message—a philosophical worldview—dressed up as science.
Nowhere does the author address the impossibility of doing real science on the Universe, nor does he explain the
limitations of cosmological investigations.
The following paragraphs, excerpted from a 2007 article published in the prestigious journal Science, include quotes
from three well‐known cosmologists.2 Square brackets are my insertions.
Researchers have measured the temperature variations in the CMB [Cosmic Microwave Background
radiation] so precisely that the biggest uncertainty now stems from the fact that we see the microwave sky
for only one Hubble volume [i.e. only one possible observable universe], an uncertainty called cosmic
variance. ‘We’ve done the measurement,’ [Charles] Bennett says.
That barrier to knowledge, some argue, is cosmology’s Achilles’ heel. ‘Cosmology may look like a science, but
it isn’t a science,’ says James Gunn of Princeton University, co‐founder of the Sloan survey. ‘A basic tenet of
science is that you can do repeatable experiments, and you can’t do that in cosmology.’
‘The goal of physics is to understand the basic dynamics of the universe,’ [Michael] Turner says. ‘Cosmology
is a little different. The goal is to reconstruct the history of the universe.’ Cosmology is more akin to
evolutionary biology or geology, he says, in which researchers must simply accept some facts as given.
(emphases added)
Arrow of Time
In the chapter titled “Time’s Arrow” he states that the arrow of time seen in human aging and in the evolution of the
big bang universe are “intimately related”.
“The reason why we are all born young and die older; the reason why we can make choices about what to do
next but not about things we’ve already done; the reason why we remember the past and not the future—
all of these can ultimately be traced to the evolution of the wider universe, and in particular to conditions
near its very beginning, 14 billion years ago at the Big Bang.” (p.54)
“The reason why there’s a noticeable distinction between past and future isn’t because of the nature of
time; it’s because we live in the aftermath of an extremely influential event: the Big Bang.” (p.55)
The notion of purpose is discarded in favour of just everything that happens, including aging and our memories, are
the result of the big bang. It reads like worship of the big bang. It is the reason for our existence and must be given
due credit, even credit for the existence of time itself.
He discusses the special condition that the Universe allegedly started in, that is, in a low state of entropy from which
entropy (or disorder) has ever since increased as a function of time. He states that this gave rise to the well‐known
“thermodynamic” arrow of time. Later he credits this initial low entropy state and subsequent progression of
expansion and increasing entropy as the cause for growth in complexity everywhere and even the origin of life itself.
“Nobody knows exactly why the early universe had such a low entropy. It’s one of those features of our
world that may have a deeper explanation we haven’t yet found, or may just be a true fact we need to learn
to accept.” (p.58)
Thus Carroll ultimately appeals to a ‘god of the gaps’. And his god seems to be the big bang itself. But the evidence is
better interpreted as being consistent with a uniquely created Universe. The Universe was created by the self‐
existent One, the eternal I AM, who is outside of time. He created the Universe in an initial low entropy state (not in
a big bang) and created all life within it.
The Creator is the First Cause. The initial low entropy state implies a beginning. Anything that has a beginning has a
first cause. Only an eternal uncreated being can be that first cause and He is God.

Figure 2: On billboards across America

Understanding the World
Carroll devotes a few chapters to assessing how well we understand the world. He introduces us to Rev. Thomas
Bayes who, in the latter part of his life, studied probability. He was published posthumously on the subject. His work
has become widely used in mathematics, principally statistics, and also in physics. The subject has become to be
known as Bayesian inference or Bayesian probability.
Bayes’ main idea involves how to treat the probability of a proposal being correct in the light of new evidence
becoming available. In physics we rely on what we already know, or what we think we have established as
foundational and we build upon that. When we get new information that could change our view we need to update
what we believe is the probability of the hypothesis being correct in light of that new information. That probability is
what is called a credence, or the degree of belief that we hold that we are correct.
So Bayesian inference attempts to apply a quantitative value to what we might infer from our attempts to explain
the physical world. It is the basis of scientific investigation. In terms of experimental discoveries it is easy to see how
this might apply. We can never prove any hypothesis or theory correct. All we can hope to do is update our
credence, meaning to increase the probability of a theory being correct. In physics a threshold is established of 5 (5
sigma) above which it is said that a discovery has been made. Statistically that is like saying there is only 1 in a 3.5
million chance that the signal isn't real and thus the theory is wrong. That is a very low probability indeed. But some
discoveries have been made at the level of 3or less.3 I know of one hypothesis that had a 6 probability yet it
turned out to be wrong.4
But things don’t always work out to be correct, even with a statistical probability above 5. Any hypothesis may be
refuted but it can never be proven. Do you remember the claim of faster than light neutrinos in 2011? The OPERA
team’s experimental results indicated a 6 level of confidence, which is much higher than the 5 usually required for
new particle discoveries. But in the following year, as many expected (because we don’t expect any particle to break
the speed of light limit), an error was found in the experimental analysis resulting from a loose fibre optic cable,5 and
that meant those neutrinos obeyed the universal speed limit. When the new information came in the Bayesian
credence could be updated to nearly zero.
Ironically, after discussing this affair, Carroll states the following:
“There is an old joke about an experimental result being ‘confirmed by theory,’ in contrast to the
conventional view that theories are confirmed or ruled out by experiments.” (p.74)
The irony is that he claims that the case of past evolutionary change is established beyond reasonable doubt by the
evidence, like the fossil record, yet at the same time admitting that we have no way to make an observation on the
past.

It is true that if a good theory comes to hand to explain evidence, whether that be in the present, in terms of directly
repeatable operational science, or evidence related to past events, it increases our prior credence to the claim in the
first place.
Yet throughout the book, when discussing what we do learn from the world in terms of the origin of life, and
evolution, they are never doubted, only a story is resorted to, to explain what the evidence does not. In other words,
despite his claim to update his own Bayesian credence, when evidence at hand does not help explain the
evolutionary story, he maintains his degree of belief in abiogenesis and Darwinian evolution despite the evidence.
He resorts to hope in something else, not yet discovered or understood.
Yet of others he writes:
“People have certain views that they’re just never going to change, which in Bayesian language corresponds
to priors set to 0 or 1. That is too bad, something we need to learn to deal with in the real world. But in
principle, if we are all trying to be fair and open‐minded and willing to change our beliefs in the face of new
information, evidence will win in the end.” (pp.80‐1)
In practice I find that atheists are not open‐minded. They have a high prior credence on ‘Darwinian evolution is a
fact’, despite it not being observable in the lab. And I am not referring to natural selection, though a quick change of
the meaning of the word ‘evolution’ is often used in the same sentence. That is called equivocation.
Through the book, Carroll makes some statements, where on the surface he seems to place a little credence in the
proposition that ‘God created the universe’ but in reality (on page 80 for example) he assigns it a credence of next to
zero. He bases that belief in the fact, as he claims, that the natural world can explain everything. He would say the
opposite is true for me, that I have a prior credence of zero in Darwinian evolution and that I do not base my belief
on science. On the contrary, if this book is about updating our prior credence based on new information then as the
decades have rolled by my credence or belief in Darwin’s theory has gotten smaller and smaller. The evidence has
been stacking up against it and the same can be said of abiogenesis and the alleged uncaused big bang origin of the
Universe.
Despite what Carroll claims, evidence never does ‘win in the end’. That is a false narrative. All evidence must be
interpreted and whoever does the interpreting is always influenced by his/her worldview—the belief system we all
have. This is particularly important when we are dealing with past events—events to which we have no direct access.
Carroll in no way addresses this issue, nor even recognises that there is an issue there.
In the chapter titled “Is it okay to doubt everything?” he discusses Descartes philosophical reasoning that not only he
exists but also that God must exist. Carroll agrees with Descartes on his hypothesis that we cannot be sure of
anything. In other words Carroll advocates that we cannot be absolutely sure of anything at all. We may not even be
real—but instead living in some computer simulation as
illustrated in the movie The Matrix.
Figure 3: Image from The Matrix a 1999 science fiction film, wherein
the occupants are unaware that they live in a simulated world.

From there he pointed to Philip Henry Gosse and his book
Omphalos wherein Gosse tried to reconcile the alleged old age
of the earth (millions of years) with that inferred from the Bible
(thousands of years).
“His idea was simple: God created the world a few thousand years ago, but with all the signs of being much
older, including mountain ranges that would take millions of years to form, and fossils of apparently great
antiquity.” (pp.87‐8)
Of course, Gosse was seriously wrong.6 No biblical creationist would suggest such a scenario. However, God created
incorporating functional maturity, not ‘appearance of age’ into His creation.
What Gosse did not know is that the mountains and fossils do not indicate ages of millions or billions of years, quite
the opposite. Fossils and sedimentary layers are, in fact, only dated by fitting them into the evolution story. But

fossils date the rock layers and the rock layers date the fossils. It is completely circular. They are not dated by some
absolute dating technique. Carroll should have said so.
But instead he wrote:
“Versions of his idea are promoted to this day by some Christian and Jewish creationists, who use it to
account for cosmological evidence of light that left distant galaxies billions of years ago.” (p.88)
He must be referring to the idea that starlight was created in transit to explain light travelling vast distances in a
universe only 6000 year old. On this point I agree with him. It is a very poor, ill‐thought‐through explanation. But
there are several far better explanations that in no way limit the veracity of the Creator’s word.7
Realism
In the chapter titled “Reality Emerges” Carroll suggests a world “profoundly different from the picture we construct
from our everyday experience” (p.93). This is where, according to him, the Universe is endowed with properties
everyday objects would not get.
“There is conservation of momentum: the universe doesn’t need a mover; constant motion is natural and
expected. It is tempting to hypothesize … that the universe doesn’t need to be created, caused, or even
sustained. It can simply be.” (p.93, emphasis in original)
This is really like the early twentieth century philosophers and cosmologists. Striving to avoid a beginning in time or
of time, or striving for some sort of stasis in the cosmos, i.e. Sir Fred Hoyle and the Steady State model. Cosmologists
back in the 1950’s had the same sort of thoughts. They believed in an eternal universe that had no beginning and no
end. They believed it was uncreated – without a Creator.
Speaking of the conservation momentum and information in the Universe, Carroll states:
“These discoveries indicate that the world operates by itself, free of any external guidance. Together they
have dramatically increased our credence in naturalism: there is only one world, the natural world, operating
according to the laws of physics.” (p.93)
This begs the question. The modern scientific methodology only operates or tests the natural world. You would
expect only to get natural results; nothing preternatural is expected nor obtained. As a result atheopaths, like
Carroll, claim there is nothing else. But blindness to the fact that the natural world and the laws of physics are the
Creator’s handiwork means that the blind guides overlook the Creator Himself. A fully wound clock will operate by
itself—until it is run down and deleted of free energy to do work. It is free of external influences but does that mean
we can conclude that the clock doesn’t need to be created, caused or even sustained. It simply is?
In this chapter he lists (on page 102) what he calls important phase transitions in the history of the Universe. These
just evolved out of the cosmic soup starting with the big bang, allegedly. Square brackets [] are my insertions.








The formation of protons and neutrons out of quarks and gluons in the early universe. [An untestable belief;
you can’t repeat the alleged event.]
Electrons combining with atomic nuclei to make atoms, several hundred thousand years after the Big Bang.
[An untestable belief; you can’t repeat the alleged event.]
The formation of the first stars, filling the universe with new light. [This is a particularly difficult problem.
Unseen exotic dark matter is invoked to solve it.]
The origin of life: a self‐sustaining complex chemical reaction. [That is all life is to an atheist. Nevertheless,
no one has any idea how life began in the evolutionary world.]
Multicellularity, when different living organism merged to become one. [This is where Darwinian evolution,
natural selection operating on mutations is assumed to be the driving force. But genetics just won’t allow
the mixing of genetic information this way. Gene duplication and transmission is a highly conservative
process. Only with a lot of intelligence has man been able to add existing genes to foreign organisms.]
Consciousness: the awareness of self and the ability to form mental representations of the Universe.
[Currently is total beyond science to understand consciousness. Nevertheless the atheopaths believe it arises
purely from the material world. More faith on their part.]





The origin of language and the ability to construct and share abstract thoughts. [Another tough one for the
atheopath. If language evolved it must have done so in almost a complete form. This requires more blind
faith on the part of the evolutionist.]
The invention of machines and technology.

His list above, he believes, is the result of a blind process, powered only by an increase in entropy resulting in these
emergent phenomena.
“The universe evolves by marching from one moment to the next… It neither aims towards future goals nor
relies on its previous history.” (p.93)
But only his last item (invention of machines) is definitively known in the naturalists’ world, because humans were
there to see it.
Emergence is a relatively new buzzword in physics. It describes phenomena that result from the whole rather than
from looking at the micro‐substructure of a system. The materialists would say that consciousness and free will are
such emergent phenomena—that is, consciousness cannot be found in the individual neurons but arises from the
collective. So Carroll asks the question:
“If the underlying laws of nature are deterministic, then isn’t your volition simply an illusion?” (p.111)
He goes on to discuss ‘strong emergence’ and whether or not consciousness is merely an illusion. In his poetic
naturalism something is only ‘real’ if it plays an essential role in some particular story or reality, providing an
accurate description of the world within its domain of applicability.
This type of realism denies the objective reality of an absolute standard and puts reality into the Hawking category of
‘model‐dependent realism’. The latter claims reality should be interpreted based upon models, and where several
models overlap in describing a particular subject, multiple, equally valid, realities exist. It claims that it is meaningless
to talk about the ‘true reality’ of a model as we can never be absolutely certain of anything. The only meaningful
thing is the usefulness of the model. The term ‘model‐dependent realism’ was coined by Stephen Hawking and
Leonard Mlodinow in their 2010 book, The Grand Design.
Like hurricanes—an emergent phenomenon on a larger scale than the local—are considered real. Carroll believes in
the same way consciousness to be real. Nevertheless it is an emergent property of the neurons in our brains. But he
warns against the mistake of mixing up the vocabulary when speaking of multiple stories of reality. This seems to be
an argument against a common atheist line.
Atheists say that we are nothing but atoms and can’t ‘want’ anything. Free will is therefore an illusion. But Carroll
argues that “it does not follow that you can’t have wants….you are an emergent phenomenon….” (p.113) He says as
such it is appropriate to talk about ‘you’, but you can’t mix the vocabularies of the emergent you and the collection
of atoms description.
But no amount of poeticizing the materialist worldview, it can’t change the fact that they have no objective reality.
To them the world is only ‘real’ as much as a model can describe it, even if there are multiple models and the models
are conflicting in their domain of overlap. The Bible believer however does have an objective reality. Outside of
ourselves stands the Creator. Even if you considered the world like The Matrix it had a creator, who operated it. But
the atheopaths work very hard to convince you that the world has/had no Creator.
Worldviews and Science
In his chapter titled “Planets of Belief” he uses the analogy of how planets are alleged to have formed naturalistically
(which in reality is just wishful thinking) and how we humans form our belief systems by associating together
collections of ideas and ‘isms’.
“One person’s planet might include the scientific method, as well as the belief that the universe is billions of
years old; another’s might include a belief in biblical literalism, as well as the belief that the world was
created a few thousand years ago.” (p.118)

Then he asks how do we know which one is correct. But firstly he has created a straw man anyway. To suggest that a
biblical creationist does not believe in the scientific method because she or he believes in a Creator is absurd. Science
operates on the present, not the past. Any past creation event is untestable by the scientific method. This shows a
clear ignorance of such matters. He goes on to write:
“If you confront a young‐Earth creationist who thinks that the world came into being 6,000 years ago with
scientific evidence for a very old Earth and universe, their typical response is not “Oh, I don’t believe in
evidence and logic.” Rather, they will attempt to account for the evidence within their belief system, for
example, by explaining why God would have created the universe that way.” (p.118)
Carroll believes that his science is some absolute ground upon which he may firmly stand, without realising that
same that he accuses the young‐Earth creationist of applies to him. His worldview is also based on a set of beliefs. I
would say beliefs that are without foundation because they rely on an edifice of untestable theories supported by
plethora of unknown ‘unknowns’. Those ‘unknowns’ include, but are not limited to, dark matter, dark energy,8 dark
radiation, dark photons, chameleons, inflation and how it allegedly started and stopped, the singularity itself,
expansion of space, CMB radiation as the afterglow of the big bang—not the radiation itself, but the fact that it
allegedly came from the big bang fireball, when big bang cosmology has a radiation horizon problem—and also the
growth of large galactic structure allegedly only hundreds of millions of years after the big bang—a particle horizon
problem. These horizon problems mean that there is insufficient time in the standard cosmology to account for the
existence of the observations. Yet, on the same page, Carroll writes,
“Abandoning the quest for a secure foundation in favor of a planet of belief is like moving from firm ground
to a boat on choppy seas or a spinning teacup ride. It can make you dizzy, if not seasick. We are spinning
through space, nothing to hold onto.” (p.118)
The implicit belief here is that his belief is better than a YEC belief though he does not directly acknowledge it. But he
is saying something like ‘you’d be mad to believe that!’ Yet he uses the language of belief in reference to his own
faith.
“What rescues our beliefs from being completely arbitrary is that one of the beliefs in a typical planet is
something like ‘true statements correspond to actual elements of the real world.’ If we believe that and have
some reliable data, and are sufficiently honest with ourselves, we can hope to construct belief systems that
not only are coherent but also agree with those of other people and with eternal reality.” (pp.118‐9,
emphases added)
Then he continues with the discussion saying that stable planets of belief are those that are internally consistent and
coherent. Also he relies on the fact that others hold to the same beliefs as a judge of their truth. The inference
though is that YECs and others who hold a different belief system to his atheistic worldview are not consistent or
rational, and their beliefs don’t correspond with reality.
“When you realize that you are holding two beliefs that are in conflict with each other, psychologists refer to
the resulting discomfort as cognitive dissonance. It’s a sign that there is something not structurally sound
with your planet of belief.” (p.119)
What he writes, intending to apply to those who do not believe the atheist narrative, applies firmly to his own
worldview. The very fact that the materialist even considers dark planets with dark alien intelligent life9,10 is firm
evidence that they no longer have a sound mind. Yet he writes of self‐serving bias and confirmation bias that people
use to confirm their beliefs and reject conflicting evidence.
“We cherish our beliefs, and work hard to protect them against outside threats.” (p.120)
No doubt this is true. But if it applies to anyone. It applies to the big bang/evolution believer. Why can’t they see
that? Well, Carroll just answered that question for you.
But he objects to my claim:
“You will sometimes hear the claim that even science is based on a kind of ‘faith,’ for example, in the
reliability of experimental data or in the existence of unbreakable physical laws. That is wrong.” (p.128)

But admits that
“As part of the practice of science, we certainly make assumptions—our sense data is giving us roughly
reliable information about the world, …” (p.128)
But continues by saying that they (atheists like himself) are willing to discard any unworkable assumptions. But this is
not true. They are not willing to discard the primary assumptions, that the Universe had no Creator, that life is the
product of material atoms and that all life evolved by unguided Darwinian processes. Also his claim that the ‘faith’
people like me point to in the atheists’ minds is not trust in the reliability of data or the immutability of physical laws.
Quite the opposite. It is the atheist cosmologists who doubt the unbreakability of the laws of physics.11 A biblical
creationist does not. He sees those laws as the creation of God who has indicated that they are reliable because He
is.12,13
And, it is not data that is disputed, it is the interpretation of those data within the evolutionist’s worldview. How
could he get this so wrong? Probably because he has never read what a YEC scientist has written but only the
criticisms (via straw man arguments) on skeptic websites.
Typically, as I have many times found debating with atheists, they are always willing to add the caveat, that they are
willing to change their “… beliefs in the face of new evidence,” but Carroll adds that
“… the evidence required might need to be so overwhelming strong that it’s not worth the effort to seek it
out.” (p.129)
He is completely opaque to the reality that it is not the evidence that changes but the worldview in which the
evidence is interpreted. Yet as Christ has said: “They would not believe even if one rose from the dead” (Luke 16:31,
my paraphrase).
Belief in God, or, as he writes, “the witness of the Holy Spirit”, is categorised along with meditation and experiences
on psychotropic drugs (p.131). These he includes in transcendent experiences but according to him they are no more
transcendent than the mood developed from listening to a good piece of music. He asks “What … does
transcendence teach us about ontology?” He answers his question with
“Science, even broadly construed, is certainly not the only way that we can come to acquire new knowledge.
The obvious exceptions are mathematics and logic.” (p.131)
Carroll acknowledges that many have argued that science only allows for explaining the world through natural
processes, quoting the National Academy of Sciences, who also state that “science is precluded from making
statements about supernatural forces because these are outside it provenance.” (p.133) But he does not agree.
“Science should be interested in determining the truth, whatever that truth may be—natural, supernatural
or otherwise. The stance known as methodological naturalism … amounts to assuming part of the answer
ahead of time.” (p.133)
Now before you jump to conclusions, he isn’t disagreeing with methodological naturalism but as much as he is
disagreeing with it as a definition of science. He advocates “methodological empiricism—the idea that knowledge is
derived from our experience of the world, rather than thought alone.” (p.133) He believes that comes about through
careful observations and theories and models. He also believes science should not exclude the supernatural from the
start.
“Science tries to find the best explanation for what we observe, and if the best explanation is a non‐natural
one, that’s the one science would lead to.” (p.134)
Then cites an example of the Second Coming of Christ, with the dead raised and judgement given. He says it would
be
“… a pretty dense set of scientists indeed who, faced with the evidence of their senses in such a situation,
would stubbornly insist on considering only natural explanations.” (p.134)

Is he naïve or what? As stated above, and in Luke 16:31, Christ Himself said they will not believe if one rose from the
dead. Why would millions rising from the dead be any different?
But don’t think for a moment that Carroll is open to the supernatural. He is not, even though he seems to allow for
the possibility. He writes that there is no evidence for the supernatural and that “naturalism is the best picture of the
world we have available” and “naturalism is well out ahead of alternatives”. (p.134)
He ends the chapter “What can we know about the world?” by suggesting that the only way to know if we are
getting truth from a higher level of reality (the spiritual world) is to weigh the idea against what we learn from the
world by looking at it. (p.138)
He accepts the idea that our intuitions and thoughts are the product, inter alia, of the “long course of evolution.”
(p.135)
It follows, by saying ‘looking at the world,’ he must mean through evolutionary glasses. Without discarding first the
evolutionary worldview one can never see the world that the Creator has made. Creationists continually point to
design in complex interrelationships between living species, for example, and that speak of a designer. But those
wearing evolutionary glasses cannot see it no matter how much you point it out. Richard Dawkins said it perfectly:
“…that’s one of the most interesting things about living creatures; that they do carry this overwhelmingly
strong illusion of design....living things really do.”14 (emphases added)
In the following chapter “Who am I?” the usual progressive sentiments are discussed. But
“Poetic naturalism sees things differently. Categories such as “male” and “female” are human inventions—
stories we tell because it helps us make sense of our world. The basic stuff of reality is a quantum wave
function, or a collection of particles and forces—whatever the fundamental stuff turns out to be. Everything
else is an overlay, a vocabulary created by us for particular purposes. Therefore, is a person has two X
chromosomes and identifies as male, what of it?” (p.142)
He advocates the reality of the world, but he sees no underlying moral reality. He believes past “outdated
ontologies” (which I assume are those biblically based), if we insist on them, will do more harm than good. (p.143)
This is the fruit of materialism. All what matters is what the society says is true, which is not far from the most‐
modern adage “reality is socially constructed”. There is no underlying moral truth because they have no belief in a
supreme Creator.
The Existence of God
Then he leads us into a chapter on testing the existence for God. He offers a test. If evolution is true, without
guidance from God, humans
“… would expect to inherit a wide variety of natural impulses—some for good, some for not so good. The
absence of evil in the world would be hard to explain under atheism, but relatively easy under theism, so it
would count for the existence of God. But if that’s true, the fact that we do experience evil is unambiguously
evidence against the existence of God.” (p.147)
But unfortunately such a test is predicated on the unfounded initial assumption that God’s existence hinges on there
being no evil in the world. It is circular reasoning—really a straw man. When you understand actual history as
described in the Bible, evil exists not because God is evil but because God created humans (Adam and Eve) and
angels with choice. They chose evil. Satan for example is a creation of God but the evil in his heart is of his own
devising. Thus Carroll’s hypothetical is flawed as a test for the existence of God. His view of God is very
straightjacketed indeed.
He then follows it with a several more straw man arguments on God’s existence.
“Imagine a world in which human beings were completely separate from the rest of biological history.”
(p.147)
He assumes implicitly Darwinian evolution in the present world.

“Imagine a world in which the souls survived after death, frequently visited and interacted with the world of
the living, telling compelling stories of life in heaven. Imagine a world that was free of random suffering.”
(p.147)
Carroll puts himself into the role of God. He imagines what a world with a Creator should look like and then uses the
fact that that is not observed (according to his own standards) to demolish any argument for God’s existence. It is
childish at best.
He says that many people are comforted by the idea of a God who cares for them, and who determines standard of
right and wrong.
“Personally, I am not comforted at all—I find the idea extremely off‐putting. I would rather live in a universe
where I am responsible for creating my own values and living up to them the best I can, than in a universe in
which God hands them down, and does so in an infuriatingly vague way.” (p.149)
God has not been vague at all. But very clear in His word. Even the Ten Commandments make a very clear
statement, which most of the world does not even attempt to live by. But as Carroll seems to indicate he would be
unhappy in the world created by God, so why should he be concerned about an afterlife? He seems to be content
that his life will end soon, cosmically speaking—his words not mine.
As I mentioned above, Carroll seems to take a philosophical lead from David Hume. He writes how Hume would treat
claims of miraculous events, defined as “a violations of natural laws of nature”. Following Hume Carroll says
“… we should accept such a claim only if it would be harder to disbelieve it than to believe it. That is,
evidence should be so overwhelming that it should strain our credulity more to deny it than to accept that
the laws we thought governed the world have in fact been violated.” (p.157)
This view though fails on two counts. The first is the initial premise that man can decide what truth is in this situation
and hence set up criteria upon which to make a judgment. The second is that it requires sort of a self‐delusion that
the laws of nature have no Creator therefore they cannot be superintended by that Creator. There is no need for
‘credulity’ if one believed the Creator could “occasionally step in” and suspend or change His own laws for a specific
purpose.
At this point Carroll falls back on what he believes he knows for a fact.
“… the Core Theory [quantum field theory]… includes everything going on within you, and me, and
everything you see around you right this minute. And it will continue to be accurate.” (p.157)
He criticises psychic phenomenon and astrology but even that is playing to the crowd and setting up easily knocked
down strawmen. Besides his belief in the Core Theory he has nothing else in his universe, only the laws of physics
from which all things eventuate. Even consciousness.
“Consciousness emerges from the collective behavior of particles and forces, rather than being an intrinsic
feature of the world. And there is no immaterial soul that could possibly survive the body. When we die
that’s the end of us.” (p.158)
The atheists must tell themselves this. The alternative is unthinkable!
The Core Theory
Carroll spends several chapters discussing the quantum mechanical framework for the Core Theory, as he calls it.
Quantum mechanics has been an extremely successful physical theory exquisitely predicting with enormous
precision some parameters in particle physics. But what many people have heard of quantum theory is more about
the various interpretations applied by physicists (e.g. Bohr’s abstract physical description, or, Everett’s many‐worlds)
to the way the theory might work beneath what we can measure.
Regardless of the correct interpretation it has enjoyed enormous success as a theory of physics in what is called the
standard model of particle physics. The second very successful theory is general relativity—Einstein’s theory of
gravity. Both work extremely well in their respective domains of operation, but outside that, in the realm of what is

called quantum gravity neither operate nor has a theory been found to unite them. But that is exactly what Stephen
Hawking and others have been seeking, to have the Universe begin in a quantum fluctuation of a meta‐stable false
vacuum.
But even though we have this limitation, in the realm of what humans can measure, Carroll has faith and writes:
“What we can do is show that physics by itself is fully up to the task of accounting for what we see.” (p.179)
However he admits that one class of particles not part of the current Core Theory are those that make up “dark
matter” in the Universe. Such alleged weakly interacting putative particles are allowed for in the Core Theory
because they are so weakly interacting with normal atomic matter that they are hard to detect. I would argue that
dark matter and other dark entities are a philosophical construct used to keep the standard big bang cosmology
from being discredited.15 Dark matter was first needed to explain the dynamics of spiral galaxies. Now it seems that
it is no longer needed, when standard physics is applied correctly.16
Carroll rightly states:
“Whatever dark matter is, it certainly plays no role in determining the weather here on Earth, or anything
having to do with biology, consciousness, or human life.” (p.183)
But there are contemporary physicists who would disagree. For example, American theoretical physicist and
cosmologist Lisa Randall has speculated that the alleged extinction of the dinosaurs was caused indirectly by dark
matter.17
But because of the lack of dark matter particles in the standard model of particle physics and the need for dark
matter as determined from astrophysical and cosmological phenomena he says that the Core Theory needs an
extension in the realm of astrophysics. This means in the realm of astrophysics, not accessible to laboratory
experiments, new physics (maybe new dark particles) needs to be added to maintain the big bang theory. Or else it
should be discarded as failing to fit astronomical observations.
One solution he suggests, because he believes in the big bang, may be found
“… in something we don’t yet appreciate about the initial conditions of the universe.” (p.193)
It does not occur to him to discard the failed paradigm, because of his worldview. But in regards to the beginning of
the Universe in a big bang he says that
“… it’s at least conceivable that it was in a very special state featuring extremely subtle correlations that
work to influence out world today. We have no direct reason to believe that’s true, but it deserves a place
on our list of loopholes” (p.193)
Even though the Core Theory is so robust and has no place for such foolishness as dark matter, because of the over‐
riding prior commitment to the big bang origin of the universe, he is willing to allow loopholes in the theory to
maintain the big bang origin of the universe.
Why Does the Universe Exist?
This leads to his next chapter on wherein he informs us that Gottfried Leibniz
“ … argued that we should be somewhat surprised that anything exists at all. Nothingness, after all, is
simpler than any one particular existing thing ever could be;” (p.195)
And British philosopher Derek Parfit said
“… it can seem astonishing that anything exists.” (p.195)
But Carroll suggests questions of why something and not nothing are the wrong ones to ask. He suggests rather that
the Universe simply is. And that it is better not to invoke anything outside of the Universe to account for its
existence. He even suggests that may be there is no final explanation of why the Universe.

“The progress of modern physics and cosmology has sent a fairly unequivocal message: there’s nothing
wrong with the universe existing without any external help.” (p.196)
Well, that is surprising, considering there is no quantum gravity theory. Also it has been pure guesswork what
allegedly happened in the big bang singularity. There is only the physics we currently now have and understand. Yet
it is admitted that all that physics cannot be applied to the singularity, so where is the unequivocal message? It may
be in cosmology (a belief in the origin of the Universe, which should be called more correctly cosmogony) but it is
not found in modern physics. Only by ‘faith’ can the cosmologist believe such a thing as Carroll says here.18
On the question of whether physics should look for the cause of the Universe, he states that
“… in quantum general relativity—whatever that may be, since nobody has a complete formulation of such a
theory as yet—we don’t know whether the universe has a beginning or not.” (p.197)

Figure 4: The cosmological argument for a first cause, meaning God the Creator

He then explains that there are two possibilities: One is an eternal universe,19 meaning it had no beginning and the
other is where it had a beginning. Using what we do know of quantum theory, it has become apparent that time
could be fundamental (always existing, infinite in past and future) or that time is not fundamental but the emergent
from the big bang, and hence the universe had a beginning. Then he argues the famous Kalam cosmological
argument for God’s existence—the first cause argument promoted by William Lane Craig, in his flawed proof using
the big bang origin in time—is wrong because the second premise “the Universe begins to exist” may not be correct.
Carroll argues that the Universe may not have, at any point in time, began to exist.
“But when we’re talking about the universe, that ‘earlier’ moment simply does not exist. There is not a
moment in time where there is no universe, and another moment in time where there is; all moments in
time are necessarily associated with an existing universe.” (p.200)
Apparently our intuition just isn’t up to addressing this issue.
Nevertheless, as you might conclude, how foolish it would be to build your theology on the big bang when the
atheist scientific world is working hard to convince the populace that there need not be any beginning and as such
its miniscule resemblance to the Genesis 1 creation account no longer applies.20
However Carroll believes—based on conservation laws—that the Universe can’t just simply begin to exist, but it
could have had a beginning.
“… as far as we can tell every conserved quantity characterizing the universe (i.e. energy, momentum,
charge) is exactly zero.” (p.200)
Of course that is a ludicrous statement. There is no way to know that—you’d need to be God to have such
knowledge. So he covers himself with ‘as far as we can tell’. But the observational data we have does not allow such
a conclusion.

On electric charge, it is probably reasonable to conclude the Universe is neutral but to assume gravity balances, with
negative energy, all the positive energy (matter, kinetic, thermal, radiation) such that the total energy is zero is an
unprovable assumption. Also it is the wrong kind of energy. The energy obtained from a gravitational field is also
positive energy. To cancel out all the matter in the Universe you need a negative type of energy (unknown to
science) such that when the negative and positive combine you get zero. A particle falling in a gravitational field
converts gravitational potential energy to kinetic energy, the positive type. Never is the total zero.
Connected with this is the matter/anti‐matter asymmetry problem, also known as the baryon asymmetry problem.
The anti‐matter should be present in equal amounts to the normal matter in the Universe. But it is not. It is assumed
that out of the pure radiation of the big bang came equal amounts of matter and anti‐matter, just because in particle
physics we find that a particle will annihilate its own anti‐particle producing pure (positive) energy. But because of
the observed asymmetry, in the observable Universe, this problem has been turned into a tuning parameter for the
big bang model, since no theorist ab initio can predict what the ratio should be.21,22
According to the big bang story before there was any matter there was only pure radiation. (Where that came from18
and the problem of it not being negative energy let us ignore for the moment.) At that moment momentum was also
zero. So to know if the linear and angular momentum could be summed up back to zero at the big bang you would
need to do accounting of all sources in the Universe. We know from observation that there is a slight preference for
galaxies to spin in a preferred direction, which means the sum of all their angular momenta is likely not zero.23
Also we know that there is a significant asymmetry in the total mass of the galaxies in the northern and southern
galactic planes. From the best high‐redshift supernova data a 43% disparity of total matter content, was needed in
opposite directions in the cosmos. This suggests that it is unlikely that their linear momenta would sum to zero.21
But Carroll states clearly his own belief:
“To the question of whether the universe could possibly exist all by itself, without any external help, science
offers an unequivocal answer: sure it could. We don’t yet know the final laws of physics, but there’s nothing
we know about how the laws work that suggests the universe needs any help to exist.” (p.201)
It is a bit contradictory. Science says the Universe needs only the laws of physics to exist, but we don’t know exactly
what they are. What if the part that we don’t know means that the Universe need something else to sustain it,
something hidden—like a hidden variable theory? Anyway we have no access to that! But to answer the corollary to
this “Why does it exist?” he answers with the Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy, “Well why not?” (p.202). To him,
that is a good answer. But he admits that we don’t have an explanation for its existence, it just is. (pp.202‐3)
Then he finishes this chapter with a brief discussion on God’s existence (again) saying that
“A caring deity is more likely to produce hospitable conditions than a brute‐fact cosmos. If the existence of a
universe governed by physical laws were the only piece of information we had, that piece of evidence would
tilt us in the direction of theism.”
But in a previous chapter he found that the natural world (i.e. nature ‘red in tooth and claw’) counted heavily against
theism. He seems to be making an argument against intelligent design here as he then writes
“If you want to claim that the properties of our kind of universe provide evidence for God’s existence, you
need to believe that you understand God’s motivations well enough to say that it’s more like God would
have created this kind of universe rather than some other kind.” (p.204)
Mind, Body and Soul
In this chapter Carroll presents his arguments against
“… one of Descartes’s most famous positions: mind‐body dualism, the idea that the mind or soul is an
immaterial substance distinct from the body.” (p.205)
Because his claim is that we now understand the physics of the Core Theory, which all the particles comprising the
atoms in our bodies must obey. Then if you say that

“… the mind is a separate substance, … how does that substance interact with the particles? How are the
equations of the Core Theory incorrect, and how should we improve them?” (p.205)
His argument is that with the development of modern science we know a lot more about the behaviour of atoms
and forces than seventeenth century science, like that of Descartes. He surmises that if the soul is able to control the
subatomic particles in our bodies in a way that is not detectable by modern physics then the latter is “profoundly
wrong in a way that has so far eluded every controlled experiment ever performed.” (p.212)
He breaks it down into two choices. Either “… you are a physicalist who believes that there is nothing to us other
than the particles of the Core Theory, or someone who thinks that there is some crucial nonphysical component to a
human being,” but “everyone admits that the particles are part of who we are. If you want to say there is something
else, you have to explain how that something else interacts with the particles. How, in other words, the Core Theory
is incomplete, and has to change.” (p.215)
So taking his lead from Descartes Carroll requires that if the soul is a real entity existing apart from matter then the
soul should be able to interact with the physical world and be detectable at least. But what if that premise is false,
then a refutation of it is also flawed. Carroll thinks totally in the realm the natural world, outside of that there can be
nothing detectable that is not detectable by modern science.
This leads him to his most important conclusion for those that accept the Core Theory as the only underlying
mechanism in the world of our everyday experience.
“Namely: there is no life after death. We each have a finite time as living creatures, and when it’s over, it’s
over.” (p.218)
His view is a little short‐sighted. It, of course, ultimately means denying the eye‐witness accounts of those who saw
not only Jesus Christ risen from the dead but also other people, some of them well known, like Lazarus (John 11:1‐
44). Nevertheless his reasoning is based on the fact that he cannot see where the information, which is stored in
your body during your life, should go at death, for it to be preserved after death.
To him, life is not a substance, but just a process. Like a lit candle, it burns for a while and then goes out. The energy
of the candle doesn’t go anywhere. But this probably highlights his spiritual blindness, because all that he can do is
relate to the physical world. If it cannot, in principle, be described by equations of the Core Theory, then it cannot be
real. So he thinks.
Design and Complexity
In the next chapter he discusses William Paley’s argument for design in the Universe, a Designer of which Paley
identified with God. But we are cautioned by Carroll. Citing David Hume—again—Carroll writes that “there is a
substantial difference between a ‘designer’ and out traditional notion of God.” (p.226)
He writes what Immanuel Kant in 1784 wrote, “There will never be a Newton for the blade of grass”. And responds
that the Newton for the blade of grass is Charles Darwin, and that Darwin’s theory not only accounts for the history
of life in the fossil record but also accounts for it without invoking any Designer—“design without a designer,” as
biologist Francisco Ayala called it. Then he quotes the old Theodosius Dobzhansky line,
“Nothing in biology makes sense except in the light of evolution.”
This is quite ignorant really, because it is the old bait‐and‐switch technique. The only ‘evolution’ used in
experimental biology is natural selection, which Darwin have a little credit for. But he had no knowledge of genetics
and besides the modern‐day synthesis is nothing like Darwin imagined. Natural selection and mutations, and genetic
drift are experimental science. The other definition of ‘evolution’ the process of goo‐to‐you by way of the zoo, which
Darwin imagined, is not experimentally testable and therefore has no bearing whatsoever on biology.
What has happened here is the switching of the definition mid‐sentence and the extrapolation of the very
bounded/limited genetic changes as seen in the lab, over millions of years. Those changes come from the existing
gene pool. Mutations do occur producing invariably errors which are not advantageous.

The problem is that those small changes, due to mutations, are all in the wrong direction. Mutations invariably
decrease fitness, and natural selection works within a population to conserve the genetic information against losses.
It is very efficient mechanism but losses continue to occur.
Yet Carroll lays it out the standard evolutionary way, switching definitions mid‐sentence.
“Darwin takes as his starting point creatures that can survive, reproduce and randomly evolve [meaning an
increase, not decrease, of complex coded information], and then shows how natural selection can act on
those random changes [meaning genetic selection, which we do observe, but always neutral or deleterious]
to produce the illusion of design.” (p.226) (Comments in square brackets are mine.)
To produce the illusion of design is just a statement of faith. And Darwin never showed this happening. He even
opined the lack of transitional forms in the fossil record, which he hoped the future discoveries would correct.
“Why, if species have descended from other species by fine gradations, do we not everywhere see
innumerable transitional forms?”24
But they haven’t. If ever I had seen a theory refuted, I’d say that this is one. Certainly it would be by the standards in
the field of physics. After 10 years of experiments at the LHC searching for supersymmetric particles the results came
up empty and the theorists had to admit that supersymmetry, as a physical theory, was disproven.25 That was 10
years of searching.
Now, it would be fair to say there are no undisputed transitional forms found in the fossil record and 158 years have
passed since Darwin’s question. So why isn’t his general theory of evolution refuted? It is not natural selection, but
his general theory which should have left innumerable transitional forms in the fossil record. I suggest it is because
there is no real alternative, which the atheopaths can contemplate.
He writes that
“Essentially every working professional biologist accepts the basic explanation provided by Darwin for the
existence of complex structures in biological organisms.” (p.226)
But firstly this is not true. There are a significant number of professional biologists working in the field who object to
Darwinian evolution.26 And secondly, ironically it is one area where Darwinian evolution actually works. Those
surviving to work in the field are those who agree with Darwin, those who don’t often lose their jobs, and that leave
a residual which is very high in ‘believers’. It is even more ironic that information is not added to the population this
way but subtracted because those with alternative ideas that might benefit the field of biology are culled out. This
has been demonstrated on the topic of ‘junk’ DNA, for example, believed once to be left‐over fragments
(evolutionary dead ends) from millions of years of evolution. I can only wonder if some objectors to the notion of
‘junk’ were sidelined or lost employment opportunities, if so they would now be vindicated.
Origin of complexity
Now he deals with the origin of complexity. He answers his own question:
“How in the world did something as organised as a human being ever come to be?” (p.227)
With
“The short answer comes in two parts: entropy and emergence. Entropy provides an arrow of time;
emergence gives us a way of talking about collective structures that can live and evolve and have goals and
desires.” (p.227)
These two topics are important to the atheopaths because before Darwinian evolution can even act it needs
something alive—some population of living organisms. And something alive obviously has complexity and a lower
state of entropy than its surroundings.
From Carroll’s point of view
“Increasing entropy isn’t incompatible with increasing complexity…” (p.227)

He goes on to describe an example of cream sinking into a cup of coffee, during which there is a stage where long
tendrils of the cream grow as the fall under gravity and the cream molecules are buffeted around by Brownian
motion. See Fig. 5. In this example, he claims complexity has grown while entropy has increased, and then as the
system continues complexity decreases, all the while entropy continues to grow.
Surely this argument comes down to a definition of ‘complexity’. His idea is that life could arise from such
‘complexity,’ building structures while entropy in the environment constantly grows. But it is disingenuous to say
that that complexity is the type of complexity we observe in a living cell. The tendrils of the cream grow because of
the fixed laws of physics and chemistry, and those structures have nothing to do with the real complexity in a living
cell.
Figure 5: Cream mixing in coffee

Nevertheless, he states that it is like in
“… cups of coffee cup in which complexity grows then fades as entropy
increases: the universe as a whole does exactly the same thing. At early
times, near the Big Bang, the entropy is very low.” (p.230)
Why did the big bang universe start off in such a low entropy state? It is an
unanswered question. But even giving them that one, how do big bang
cosmologists know the Universe has done the same things as the coffee
cup with the cream? It is only through unprovable assumptions that what
is observed at successive redshift epochs is representative of the state of
the Universe as a whole.
Even more of a problem is that all we do observe in the Universe to the
highest redshifts are galaxies and clusters. To argue that galaxies grew out
of primordial hydrogen gas you would at least need to have a sequence of
observations of the Universe at redshifts where there are very few
galaxies, and before that, where there are no galaxies. But evolution is
used as a fine tuning knob to even adjust what is observed at redshifts
greater than z = 8.
What this means is that the very theory they are testing is used to adjust the observational data to interpret that
observational data. Specifically the sizes and densities of galaxies, at the very highest redshifts, are adjusted with a
free‐tuning parameter called ‘galaxy evolution’ to make the observations fit the assumed story.27
What he describes, is a story about the alleged evolution of structure in the Universe, saying we are at a stage of
medium entropy. It is all circumstantial, and no different from the evolutionary biologist claiming direct evidence
from the fossil record. Neither of them can observe the past events that they need the most.
Carroll ends the chapter “The universe in a coffee cup” by stating that even though we don’t know how life began or
how consciousness works there is no need to look beyond the natural world for the answers. But he has to finally
admit that it is a belief and that he could be wrong.
Origin of Life
In the chapter titled “Light and Life,” Carroll discusses the meaning of what life is and the origin of life itself. He
makes a passing comment that at least bacterial life may be found on another planet. He mentions, as a fact, that
Europa, which is one of the natural satellites or moons of Jupiter, “… has more liquid water than all the oceans on
Earth” (p.238).
But that has only been conjectured if there are liquid oceans underneath Europa’s frozen surface ice. The oceans are
thought to begin 20 to 50 kms (12 to 30 miles) below the surface. Thus it may be sometime before the conjecture
can be confirmed or denied. If there is anything we can learn from this, it is that Carroll is not phased at presenting
as fact something he hopes to be true. To my knowledge, as of writing this, no oceans have been definitely
discovered on Europa.

He asks the question, in regards to looking for life in space, will we know it is life when we see it?
“What is life anyway? Nobody knows. There is not a single agreed‐upon definition that clearly separates
things that are ‘alive’ from those that are not.” (p.238)
He gives NASA’s definition as “a self‐sustaining chemical system capable of Darwinian evolution.” (p.238) He claims
that the ‘correct’ definition of life doesn’t exist. Yet he offers the following.
“Life as we know it moves (internally if not externally), metabolizes, interacts, reproduces, and evolves, all in
hierarchical, interconnected ways.” (p.238)
Edwin Schrödinger, who helped formulate quantum mechanics, believed it was one of balance, balance between
change and maintenance of structure and integrity. His definition is as follows.
“When is a piece of matter said to be alive? When it goes on ‘doing something,’ exchanging material with its
environment, and so forth, and that for a much longer period than we would expect an inanimate piece of
matter to ‘keep going’ under similar circumstances.” (p.239)
This focuses on the ‘self‐sustaining’ part of NASA’s definition.
“Not only do [living organisms] come into being as organized structures, they then are able to maintain that
order over long periods of time.” (p.240)
Then adds that
“Complex structures can form, not despite the growth of entropy but because entropy is growing.” (p.240)
He means growing in the Universe with the forward arrow of time. That is,
“Living organisms can maintain their structural integrity, not despite the second law [of thermodynamics]
but because of it. (p.240)
This then leads into a thermodynamic discussion about the sun providing useful energy by way of photons which are
available to do work. As a result entropy of the whole sun‐Earth system increases as the system heads towards
equilibration. It is the solar radiation he gives credit to, and there is no doubt life could not exist without the
sunshine (except in some very rare cases of microbes which by chemical means extract free energy from minerals).
His argument is that because the environment of Earth is far from equilibrium (the whole solar system has not
cooled to some uniformly cold temperature) and will remain so for billions of years to come. Thus this is the
situation that has given life a chance to start and evolve. But it begs the question, because like many atheists, Carroll
sees the ideal conditions for life, as created by the Creator, as perfectly in tune with the physics we know to allow
life to exist. This ignores the obvious that a Creator would create an environment that is suited for life to exist where
He created life. The usual photons from the sun are there to provide warmth and energy via photosynthesis in
plants, which generates food to power all living organisms.
The following chapter discusses the chemical reaction necessary for this food to give useful energy to cells through
the conversion of ADP to ATP via chemiosmosis in the tiny proton powered motors of the cells28 in nearly living
organisms. Really none of this speak of evolution but more of precision and very specific design. Yet he seems to be
trying to paint a picture that this is all just a natural process you’d expect from the chemistry, and ultimate the Core
Theory. It is all just photons, electrons and atomic nuclei.
“Getting work done at the nanoscale is all about harnessing the chaos around you.” (p.248)
On one level though this ignores the obvious. The photons, electrons and atomic nuclei are the creation of God, and
the forces under which they operate also His creation. So it is no wonder that what we do find works to give the
result that the sun’s energy powers all life on Earth.
“Once we move beyond vitalism, and understand that ‘life’ is a label we attach to certain kinds of processes
rather than a substance that inhabits matter and starts pushing it around, we begin to appreciate what an
enormously complex and interconnected process it is.” (p.250)

Then he considers the question of how life got started‐‐abiogenesis.
“Charles Darwin didn’t say much about the problem in Origin of Species, but he briefly speculated that a
‘warm little pond’ could have witnessed the formation of proteins, which might then ‘undergo still more
complex changes.” (p.251)
Darwin knew nothing about chemistry and molecular biology and genetics which all developed after his time. Carroll
admits this but then says the famous (or infamous) experiment in 1952 by Stanley Miller and Harold Urey,29 with a
flask containing simple gases—hydrogen, ammonia, methane and water—simulating an ‘atmosphere’ like the early
Earth would have had, with simulated effects of lightning (sparks), “produced a number of different amino acids,
organic compounds that play a crucial role in the chemistry of life.” (p.251)
Figure 6: Miller‐Urey experiment Credit: after Wikipedia

But he does not mention the problem of the energy
used to create the amino acids would also destroy
them. So a trap (see Fig. 6) is used to protect the
newly formed amino acids from their destruction by
the alleged ‘lightning’ of the early Earth scenario.30
In fact, this energy would be many thousands of
times more effective at destroying these molecules
than forming them. Some have proposed that tide
pools, lakes or clays may have served as traps on the
early earth. ‘But solving the trap problem would
make another problem, because the molecules that
must be protected from energy sources also need
that energy to advance to the next stage. Thus the
idea of a trap actually would be fatal to evolutionary
theory.’31
Nor does he mention the formic acid and tar and the problem of racemization or chirality32 (equal amounts of left‐
and right‐handed enantiomers of chiral molecules were present, but life depends exclusively on left‐handed amino
acid molecules). All of these results would definitively exclude any possibility of life in the mix.
Carroll concedes that the Miller‐Urey experiment did not correctly model the early Earth. It certainly didn’t because
by the third day of Creation God had made plants but no sun yet so they needed oxygen (O2) and thus there can be
no doubt He created an oxygen atmosphere, especially in preparation for the animals created only 48 hours later.
Carroll says, though, that the Miller‐Urey experiment demonstrated that it is not hard to make amino acids, and then
concedes that to assemble the proteins and carry out other biological functions is not so easy. But he is not being
honest with his audience, because he writes “… that the initial amino‐acid step seems relatively straightforward…”
but as outlined above, i.e. the problems of separation of the products and racemization, this is not so simple.
The irony comes in here, as with many evolutionists’ writings.
“[I]t has become clear that scientists are going to have to be a lot more clever if we are to understand how
the steps proceeded after that.” (p.251)
Why is it necessary for humans to be smarter to understand this? Some claim life is ubiquitous in the Universe, and
say it is a cosmic imperative, though some think it is rare but since they claim it evolved on Earth it should have
evolved out there also (e.g. see Cosmic Imperative for Life?33). If ubiquitous—i.e. the Universe is teeming with life—
then the processes that started it off (i.e. abiogenesis) should be ‘straightforward’, using Carroll’s word for the
amino‐acid step.
In this regard Paul Davies wrote in a Scientific American article titled “The Cosmos Might Be Mostly Devoid of Life”: 34
“Many distinguished scientists proclaim that the universe is teeming with life, at least some of it intelligent.
Biologist Christian de Duve went so far as to call life “a cosmic imperative.” Yet the science has hardly

changed. We are almost as much in the dark today about the pathway from nonlife to life as Charles Darwin
was when he wrote, “It is mere rubbish thinking at present of the origin of life; one might as well think of the
origin of matter.”
Carroll then presents three features that are ubiquitous in life that we know on Earth (there is nowhere else) as
features to focus on if we are to find a plausible explanation for how life arose spontaneously. They are:
1. Compartmentalization – Cells require a membrane to hold the bag of chemicals, which is discussed in the
following.
2. Metabolism – Life requires an energy source, which he discussed with ATP produced from ADP and from
available sunlight as free energy in green plants or glucose derived from a plant food35 source (directly or
indirectly).
3. Replication with variation—Living organisms must reproduce and pass on their genetic information. This is
where he adds small variations in the genetic information enable Darwinian natural selection.36 But he make
no distinction between natural selection working on existing genes and the occasional mutation (which
invariably lose information) and the concept of increasing the complex coded genetic information content
over deep time.
On the first point he goes into the general phenomenon of self‐organisation because he believes that that could be
where to look for the source of the original cell membranes derived from some sort of prebiotic soup.
Self‐organisation at the chemical level relies solely on the chemical properties of the molecules involves. He
discusses the property of lipids in water. Those molecules have hydrophilic (water loving) and hydrophobic (water
fearing) ends and as such naturally align themselves to exclude water on the hydrophobic side. They can form a
bilayer—two sheets of lipids where their hydrophobic tails point or cling together. This makes a very strong
membrane that excludes water. Fatty acids and phospholipids are examples. Phospholipids are made of two fatty
acids joined together by a phosphate group of molecules. See Fig. 7. Carroll seems to pin his hopes on the simpler
fatty acids.
The cell membrane is the outer living boundary of the cell. It helps give a cell mechanical strength and shape and
regulates the passage of molecules into and out of the cell. But the only known cell membranes in living organisms
(i.e. on Earth) are made up with bilayers of phospholipids. These bilayer membranes fold into themselves to form
spherical enclosures, known as vesicles. According to Carroll this is easiest part of forming a cell.
Figure 7: Phospholipid bilayer. Credit: boundless.com

But the reality is phospholipids are a problem for
naturalistic origin of life theories.37 That is real
living cell membranes we observe today
“… are just too good at their job. They are
fairly impenetrable, with only water and
some other small molecules able to pass
from one side to another. It therefore
seems likely that the earliest form of
cellular membranes were actually made
of fatty acids rather than phospholipids.
Once they are put in place, evolution can
set about improving them.” (p.256)
He argues this way because fatty acids can self‐assemble into bilayers and under the right conditions of the medium
they are in can form little spheres. He says
“… the second law [of increasing entropy] helps create the kind of organized structures that are useful to
life.” (p.257)
But that is not correct. Life is not built from fatty acid membranes but phospholipids membranes.38 It is just that the
latter won’t do for origin of life because the evolutionist cannot see how life could start that way. So he introduces

another membrane that is more porous and makes some faith based statement that evolution can fix things up
later. The simple fatty acid structures that allow many molecules to pass is needed in the origin of life but in a
mature living organism that won’t do because that is where we find very specific structures like the energy
generating motors producing ATP. Carroll’s narrative is pure story‐telling.
“Fatty acids are relatively simple molecules, so it wouldn’t be hard to find them in appropriate environments
on the prebiotic Earth.” (p.257)
That may be the case, but life is not built with simple molecules but difficult‐to‐make molecules, that need to be
built molecule by molecule at the molecular level. The cell employs nanotechnology that would make bioengineers
seem like infants, and I am being generous. And that is a big problem for the evolutionist.

Figure 8: The whole ATP synthase machine with individually manufactured protein subunits each labelled with Greek letters.
H+ ions (protons) flow through a special tunnel in ATP synthase, as the arrow indicates. This induces mechanical motion,
forcing the axle and base to spin together like a turbine. Nearly 100% of the spinning momentum is converted to chemical
energy in the formation of ATP molecules! Three ATPs are produced for every 10 protons. (Adapted from Kanehisa
Laboratories, www.genome.jp/kegg)

And how did the ATP generating proton‐powered motors (Fig. 8) find their way into the cell membranes? This is non‐
trivial stuff yet we are asked to believe that “[f]atty acids seem just right for the task” (p.257) not because they are
what we find in living organisms now but because they are more porous than phospholipids bilayers upon which life
is actually built.
Apparently there are two camps in the origin‐of‐life debates. One camp argues for the first crucial step being
appearance of metabolism and the other camp is the appearance of replication as the first step.
The metabolism‐first camp argue that you needed complex chemical reactions that took free energy from the
environment of the early Earth, which in turn was used to power replication. But the replication‐first camp believe
the important first step involved “the synthesis of an information‐bearing molecule (presumably RNA, ribonucleic
acid) that could duplicate itself and pass down its genetic information.” (p.261) The latter camp has greater
popularity than the former.
Carroll admits
“… these are hard questions to which we simply don’t know the answers. But they are not hopeless
questions.” (p.261)
Yes, they are hard questions.

Yale University Professor Sidney Altman won the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 1989 for the discovery of the catalytic
properties of RNA. I am sure he is more qualified to answer an origin of life question than Carroll. I believe Altman to
be in the replication‐first camp. He worked on the idea of the “RNA world” though was not its developer. In 2006 I
attended a lecture he gave in Japan and in the Q&A session I asked him “How do you get from non‐living chemicals
to the RNA molecules upon which you believe ‘life’ was built?” After taking a good 10 minutes to explain how
absolutely difficult it is to synthesize biomolecules in the lab he ended by saying that he had no idea.
Carroll says:
“If you want to understand how life began, it makes sense to begin by looking for features that are shared by
existing forms of life. (p.261)
From a non‐believer in abiogenesis viewpoint such a statement seems ridiculous. If you believe life began in a
prebiotic soup of chemical through self‐assembly of a fatty acid membrane, an ATP generating proton‐powered
motor and RNA as the starter molecule for information storage and replication, all the product of an increase in
entropy and availability of useful free energy, why start with a living organism? These structures should be easy to
synthesize in a lab with the correct early Earth atmosphere, basic chemicals and free energy from the sun.
The ‘early Earth’ atmosphere had allegedly carbon dioxide and hydrogen gas. Free energy could be obtained if you
could get their chemical reaction to make methane and water to proceed. The reaction is thermodynamically
available but it just doesn’t happened by itself. You need a pathway to overcome an energy barrier. It is necessary to
put in some energy before getting a net amount out. So researchers look for early Earth environments with
chemicals that could have catalysed the reaction. Deep‐ocean hydrothermal vents with proton‐attracting alkaline
chemicals or serpentine mud volcanoes on the ocean floor are some contenders.
The Hungarian physiologist who won the Nobel Prize in 1937, for the discovery of vitamin C, offered the opinion that
“… life is nothing but an electron looking for a place to rest.” To which Carroll comments
“There is free energy locked up in certain chemical configurations, and life is one way it can be released.”
(p.263)
This the metabolism‐first view and it is amazingly simplistic for such an incredibly complex structure even for a
single‐cell organism such as a bacterium. But such is the entrenchment of the belief that if life evolved once on Earth
then it should be everywhere in the Universe, after all it is only a matter of the right chemistry.
And as a result planetary scientists speculate that hydrothermal vents might be abundant on Jupiter’s moon Europa
or Saturn’s moon Enceladus. See Fig. 9. Future space missions to those bodies will no doubt put such speculations to
the test.
But, even if, and I repeat, even if, they did find some sort of ‘simple’ life—and I predict they will not—but, even if,
they did, it would not prove it arose spontaneously from some chemical reactions. All it would show is that God also
created some organisms on those moons. But because it does not directly fit with the Genesis 1 narrative I don’t
believe that He did.39
Among abiogenesis researchers metabolism‐first proponents are in the minority. Metabolism means essentially
‘burning fuel’. Because replication seems a lot harder to obtain than a burning‐fuel process Carroll thinks this might
be the way to go first. He mentions fire as a chemical reaction that readily reproduces itself but that doesn’t count as
alive.
“We want something that carries information through the reproduction process: something whose
‘offspring’ keep some knowledge of where they came from.” (p.264)
A simple example of that he says are crystals which inherit the structure of its parent crystal, but admits that that is
not life,
“… though we’re getting closer.” (p.264)

He suggested that mathematical machine proposed by the Hungarian mathematician John von Neumann—the ‘von
Neumann Universal Constructor’—would be getting closer. Neumann’s machine included not only a mechanism for
self‐replication but also a ‘tape’ which encoded the structure of the machine.
“Von Neumann‐like self‐replicators have been implemented in computer simulations, complete with the
possibility of mutation and evolution.” (p.265)

Figure 9: Enceladus’ alleged hydrothermal vents. This infographic illustrates hydrothermal vents on the ocean floor of Saturn's
moon Enceladus and illustrates how scientists think water interacts with rock to produce hydrogen gas, which then spews out
of the moon's icy crust and into space. Credit: Space.com

But note they were built using the intelligent minds of their creators. They were not assembled from random code
flying around some computer software, or through successive steps of mutations in the initial random code in a
Darwinian stepwise process. No, they were designed and implemented for a specific purpose.
Then Carroll asks the question:
“Would a physical implementation of a von Neumann Universal Constructor qualify as ‘alive’?” (p.265)
Edwin Schrödinger, in his book What Is Life?, suggested that life might be based on some sort of ‘aperiodic crystal’.
That it is found in collection of atoms that fit together in a reproducible way but can carry substantial amounts of
information. Later Francis Crick and James Watson discovered the double helix molecule of DNA (deoxyribonucleic
acid) for which they received the Nobel Prize in 1962.
The DNA molecule was found to be the one that stores the genetic information in all living things. It carries the
instructions for the manufacture of all the needed biomolecules in the cell, as well as the code for their assemblage.
That is, DNA encodes the sequence that is needed to make a protein but it also encodes the machinery—the
ribosome and the necessary biomolecules—to make them and fold them in a specific way. It was also discovered
that proteins don’t directly interact with the DNA, but are facilitated through the RNA molecule that acts like the
drum in a photocopy machine, making a negative image of the DNA sequence required for a particular protein.
“When DNA gets copies, an important part of the work is done by proteins. But the proteins are supposed to
be constructed using information encoded in the DNA. How could either one arise without the other already
being present? The favorite answer among abiogenesis researchers is a scenario called the RNA world.”
(p.267)
Carroll explains it this way. DNA is good at storing information and proteins are good at performing biochemical
functions. RNA can do both though it is not good at either one. Thus in 1960s the RNA World was proposed whereby
“RNA could have come along before either DNA or proteins, and served as the basis for a primitive and less
robust form of early life, before evolution gradually distributed responsibilities to the more effective DNA
and proteins. (p.268)
So the RNA World is just a story. It is not even about the current type of life we observe. And ‘evolution’ is given,
without evidence, all the credit of turning that different form of life into the current observed form, which we see in
the world around us. Remember Carroll previously informed us that he is a follower of methodological empiricism,
declaring that he is prepared to update his Bayesian credence as more evidence/information becomes available. In
this case he doesn’t do that but instead resorts to hopeful storytelling. The evidence suggests that life was not built
on RNA and so if he should have updated his already existing credence that life arose via abiogenesis down to an
extremely low probability. Nevertheless in the book he pins his hopes on RNA.
“If you want to get life started from a replication‐first perspective, you need a molecule that can carry
genetic information without relying on other complex mechanisms to reproduce itself. RNA seems to hit the
sweet spot.” (p.268)
He mentions its ability to both self‐reproduce as well as assemble other useful biochemical structures. It can be an
enzyme that catalyses chemical reaction for self‐assembly and for protein synthesis. Remember I mentioned above
Sydney Altman who got the Nobel Prize for this discovery, but in 2006 when I asked him about the origin of life (even
though he was a believer in the RNA World scenario) he told me he has no idea.
Then Carroll mentions a few experiments with RNA, even calling one “… a human aided version of Darwinian
evolution”. Bartel and Szostak in 1993 made copies of trillions of RNA molecules and picked out the one associated
with higher rates of catalysis and then made copies of those. After 10 iterations of such a procedure, where random
mutations occurred (copying errors), they had RNA molecules that were 3 million times better at catalysing
reactions. Carroll called this a “… vivid demonstration of how undirected, random mutation can lead to enormous
improvements in the ability of chemicals to perform biologically useful functions.” (p.269)
To start with it was not undirected, and secondly it required humans (intelligence) there to sift out, i.e. to choose the
good mutated molecules from the bad ones. Evolution can’t do that. It has to deal with all of the products and if the

bad ones far out‐number the good new improved versions then the former will dominate. I suspect though the
mutations themselves caused some other defect in the RNA molecules themselves.
Carroll’s next example involves the case when biologists Lincoln and Joyce in 2009 “… were able to create a system
of two RNA enzyme molecules—ribozymes—that together underwent self‐sustained replication.” The molecules did
this by themselves and also occasionally mutated. He claims therefore Darwinian evolution in action with the more
fit structures preferentially surviving.
Jonathan Sarfati, a Ph.D. chemist, responded (in 2009):40
Joyce and Lincoln started off with a fairly long RNA molecule. Given that nothing like RNA appears in Miller–
Urey experiments, this already shows unjustified interference from an intelligent investigator. In fact, not
even the building blocks, ribonucleotides, appear in such experiments, and they do not spontaneously form
RNA. In fact, there are numerous chemical difficulties with obtaining RNA by blind undirected chemistry, the
only sort allowed on the hypothetical primordial earth, as chemical evolutionist A.G. Cairns‐Smith points out
in his book Genetic Takeover (see extract at Cairns Smith: Detailed criticisms of the RNA world hypothesis).
And it’s a huge step from RNA to the genetic code, its major use today.
Furthermore, this paper didn’t demonstrate replication but ligation—joining two small RNA pieces. So this
research already assumed not just one but three RNA strands. For this to be relevant to chemical evolution,
the two pieces just by chance had to have pretty close to the complementary base pairs of the first piece—
natural selection could not be invoked before reproduction.
Furthermore, since polymerization is unfavorable, the RNA pieces must be chemically activated in some way.
Note that a catalyst merely accelerates the approach to equilibrium; it doesn’t change it (see diagram and
explanation in Dino proteins and blood vessels: are they a big deal?). The paper states that one of the two
joining RNA strands has a triphosphate group on the end. This is very reactive, so would be an unlikely
component of a primordial soup, and would not last long even if it appeared. So a supply of matching
activated RNA pieces likewise shows unacceptable investigator interference.
See also Does ribozyme research prove Darwinian evolution? for a critique of an earlier Joyce paper on
alleged ribozyme evolution, as well as Self‐replicating peptides? which has many similarities to the recent
Joyce claim.
In 1989 Joyce himself admitted:41
“The most reasonable assumption is that life did not start with RNA … . The transition to an RNA world, like
the origins of life in general, is fraught with uncertainty and is plagued by a lack of experimental data.”
But of course none of this produces a self‐replicating cell, which Carroll admits and also RNA is not the complete
picture. Yet he is a firm believer that when compartmentalization, metabolism and replication are brought together
there will be that picture. RNA and fatty acids could have helped each other flourish in the environment of the early
Earth. It is just wishful thinking that the fatty acids formed a membrane to shield the RNA long enough for it to
reproduce.
To this the evolutionist needs to add metabolism. They imagine the membrane encapsulated RNA floating in a pond
warm on one side and cold on the other. They imagine at the cold end RNA grows by gathering nucleotides (amino
acids: adenine, cytosine, guanine, uracil or thymine (?)) from the pool and huddle together to get warm. At the warm
side the RNA divides and membranes secretes some more fatty acids until it divides leaving two proto‐cells with a
single strand of RNA each. Then they drift back to the cold side and this complete the cycle of proto‐cell life.
But it is not that easy. Russell and members of the metabolism‐first camp don’t agree with this story above.
“They believe that the hard part is assembling a complex system of chemical reactions that can take
advantage of the ambient free energy, setting up proton‐motive forces in chambers of porous underwater
vents…. These reactions will naturally feed on any surrounding free‐energy fuel they can find. That might

mean that they break free of the rocks by entering fatty‐acid membranes, and they keep going by regulating
their reactions through enzymes, which eventually become RNA.” (p.270)
But Carroll admits that maybe neither story is the correct one. And don’t forget this is just storytelling because none
of this has been achieved in a laboratory setting and we are expected to believe it occurred naturally 4 billion years
ago.
“There is no reason to think that we won’t be able to figure out how life started. No serious scientists
working on origin of life, even those who are personally religious, points to some particular process and says.
‘Here is the step where we need to invoke the presence of a nonphysical life‐force, or some element of
supernatural intervention.’” (p.270)
He says there is a conviction based on the track record of science that has answered many questions. But he mixes
up operational science with historical science. Just because science has been successful operationally does not mean
it can reconstruct an unobserved past event. This point is nowhere to be found in the book, but rather statements of
faith that science can address any problem at all. That is a reliance on scientism.
Living organisms are as he says “mind‐bogglingly complex”. He points to Fred Hoyle’s famous statement in relation
to the biological configuration in a cell, where he concluded that the chance of life assembling all by itself to be 1
chance in 1040,000:
“The chance that higher life forms might have emerged in this way is comparable to the chance that a
tornado sweeping through a junkyard might assemble a Boeing 747 from the materials therein.” (p.271)
And Carroll protests
“… that Hoyle’s version of ‘this way’ is nothing at all like how actual abiogenesis researchers believe that life
came about” (p.271, emphasis added)
Then Carroll follows with more statements of faith.
“The ‘unlikeliness’ associated with low‐entropy configurations is built into the universe from the start, by the
incredibly low entropy near the Big Bang” (p.272)
And because of the cosmos develops from this special condition it forces
“… a non‐random aspect on the evolution of the universe. The appearance of cells and metabolism is a
reflection of the universe’s progression towards higher entropy, not an unlikely happenstance in an
equilibrium background.” (p.272)
Do you understand what he says? The Universe, or specifically the alleged initial condition of the Universe, is the
source of the creation of life. But his statements are nothing more than affirmations of his religious belief—a belief
in the Universe as creator. This is a form of animism, not science. Where is his evidence for such a statement?
Probably it is the existence of life in this Universe. So it is a self‐referential belief system, but it doesn’t mean it is any
more true than fairies in the bottom of the garden. At least with the latter you could check it out.
Darwinian Evolution
In his next chapter “Evolution’s Bootstraps” Carroll starts by describing Richard Lenski’s experiment, which he labels
as evolutionary biology. I am thinking that Carroll must have gotten the creationist message that evolution (in the
goo‐to‐you sense) cannot be science because there is not one experimental demonstration of any process which
changes microbes into molecular biologists. I say this because he states:
“Evolution is the idea that provides the bridge from abiogenesis to the grand pageant of life on Earth today.
There is no question that it’s a science: evolutionary biologists formulate hypotheses, define likelihoods of
different outcomes under competing hypotheses, and collect data to update our credences in those
hypotheses.” (p.273, emphasis added)
In the first sentence he uses one definition for the word ‘evolution’ (the bridge from abiogenesis to the grand
pageant of life) but in the following sentence it is different (mutations and selection though not explicitly stated).

After the word ‘science’ what follows implies ‘evolution’ is observable in the lab, by carrying out experimental
science. This is changing of the definition is called equivocation, and demonstrates very poor logic.
Very strangely Carroll does not see the point he makes himself in terms of the weakness of equivocating on the
meaning of the word evolution when he admits that chemists and physicists have an advantage over evolutionary
biologists because they can perform repeated experiments in their labs. The latter defines experimental science but
nowhere in his statement (above) does he indicate that the evolutionary biologist carries out an experiment that
“provides the bridge from abiogenesis to the grand pageant of life”.
The data collecting and formulating of hypotheses is in relation to what they believe happened in the past. At best
this is historical science, a type of forensic science that tries to unravel the sequence of unseen past events. But
experimental science or operational science, which is the usual definition used for science, depends on repeatable
experiments to test hypotheses. This the evolutionary biologist cannot do and he admits it.
“It would be very hard to set up a laboratory experiment to see Darwinian evolution in action, just as it
would be hard to create a new universe.” (p.273) (emphasis added)
Nearly correct, but not quite! It would be not “hard” but impossible. But like all evolutionists, he then equivocates at
this point saying:
“But it’s not impossible. (At least for evolution: we still don’t know how to create new universes.)” (p.273)
Figure 10: Escherichia coli (E. coli): Scanning electron micrograph
of Escherichia coli, grown in culture and adhered to a cover slip.
Credit: Wikipedia

Then he continues to introduce Lenski’s experiment on
breeding tens of thousands of generations of E. coli bacteria.
And, in case you missed it, I repeat, he used equivocation.
He changed the meaning of the word ‘evolution’ from that
bridge to one of mutations and selection in the lab.
The selection in Lenski’s experiment is not even ‘natural’ in
the sense that humans are involved by providing an
“extremely specific and stable environment” (p.274). The
experiment produces individuals over twice the size of the
original population after 60,000 generations (over about 25
years). But the mutations must have done something that
makes these bacteria less fit, and less able to survive in their natural environment because Carroll also states:
“They have become very good at metabolizing glucose. While generally decaying in their ability to thrive in
more diverse nutrient environments.” (p.274)
And this is the case, the mutation(s) that give them an advantage in a specialised habitat, also make them less fit as a
species and hence they are evidence against the notion of a bridge to more complex well‐adapted organisms as
Darwin suggested. The genes to metabolize the glucose were already there, from the beginning, as part of their
normal function. Those given the specialised habitat didn’t get some new complexity or function. This is natural
selection at work but it only works on existing genetic information.
Carroll then adds that the E. coli had no ability to metabolize citrates, rather than glucose, but about after 31,000
generations they developed the ability. But note first,42
… Lenski seemed to have given up on ‘evolution in the lab’ and resorted to computer modelling of
‘evolution’ with a program called Avida. … Indeed, Lenski had good reason to abandon hope. He had
calculated43 that all possible simple mutations must have occurred several times over but without any
addition of even a simple adaptive trait.

The comments from Bob Holmes,43 in 2003, were in relation to Lenksi’s experiment at 20,000 generations, where he
saw no novelty or spontaneous complexity. So what about their ability to metabolize citrates after 31,000
generations?
In a paper published in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Science, Lenski and co‐workers describe
how one of 12 culture lines of their bacteria has developed the capacity for metabolizing citrate as an energy
source under aerobic conditions.44
This happened by the 31,500th generation. Using frozen samples of bacteria from previous generations they
showed that something happened at about the 20,000th generation that paved the way for only this culture
line to be able to change to citrate metabolism. They surmised, quite reasonably, that this could have been a
mutation that paved the way for a further mutation that enabled citrate utilization.42
So what has happened here? Carroll clearly writes that the E. coli developed the ability to metabolize citrate,
whereas “the original bacteria had no ability to use this compound”. But this is not the case, because
the citric acid, tricarboxcylic acid (TCA), or Krebs, cycle (all names for the same thing) generates and utilizes
citrate in its normal oxidative metabolism of glucose and other carbohydrates.
Furthermore, E. coli is normally capable of utilizing citrate as an energy source under anaerobic conditions,
with a whole suite of genes involved in its fermentation. This includes a citrate transporter gene that codes
for a transporter protein embedded in the cell wall that takes citrate into the cell. This suite of genes
(operon) is normally only activated under anaerobic conditions.
It is not yet clear from the published information, but a likely scenario is that mutations jammed the
regulation of this operon so that the bacteria produce citrate transporter regardless of the oxidative state of
the bacterium’s environment (that is, it is permanently switched on). This can be likened to having a light
that switches on when the sun goes down—a sensor detects the lack of light and turns the light on. A fault in
the sensor could result in the light being on all the time. That is the sort of change we are talking about.42
So in actual fact, Carroll is wrong. The ability to digest the citrate came from existing genes and it is the case that it
was the result of a defect (mutation) in at least one gene that takes citrate into the cell. No ‘evolution in the lab’ was
observed.
Now because he has nothing to offer as real direct observational evidence of novel structures spontaneously forming
in an organism he has to write this:
“We’ve speculated that DNA came from RNA, which in turn may have self‐catalyzed its own production
under the right circumstances. It’s possible that the creation of the first RNA molecule involved random
fluctuations at critical points along the way. Boltzmann taught us that entropy usually increases, but there is
always some probability that it will occasionally move downward.” (p.275) (emphases added)
It come down to speculation and storytelling not science. Note the words he uses, which I’ve highlighted in bold text.
Finally Carroll invokes a very improbably event—a preternatural miracle.
The mathematician and cosmologist Sir Fred Hoyle once stated in various ways the extreme improbability of life
forming, or even getting a single functional biopolymer, such as a protein, or, an RNA molecule as he suggests here.
Hoyle said,45
“Now imagine 1050 blind persons each with a scrambled Rubik cube and try to conceive of the chance of
them all simultaneously arriving at the solved form. You then have the chance of arriving by random
shuffling of just one of the many biopolymers on which life depends. The notion that not only the
biopolymers but the operating program of a living cell could be arrived at by chance in a primordial soup
here on earth is evidently nonsense of a high order. Life must plainly be a cosmic phenomenon.”
This last part indicates that Hoyle once believed that life must have come from out space, even seeded on by some
alien race, knowing that it could not have occurred by random chance on Earth. Later he made the comparison
about a tornado sweeping through a junkyard and assembling a Boeing 747.

So even an RNA molecule assembling itself from biomolecules in a warm pool by random shuffling is not only
contrary to know physics and chemistry it is absurd to the highest order.
As a physicist Carroll should know better than to invoke the probability of a reversal in entropy as the solution, when
Mr Boltzmann also taught us that the probability also considered the chance of an event NOT happening. If it is 1
chance in 1050 of it happening that also means it is 1050 ‐1 chance in 1050 of it not happening. And in physics any
statistic smaller than 10‐50 is equal to zero. It’s impossible. It just can’t happen! But Carroll holds onto hope where
hope is impossible.
“The appearance of the first self‐replicating RNA molecule might just have been a matter of good luck.”
(p.275, emphasis added)
It really comes down to a form of faith—faith or belief in a system that has no Creator.
“From a certain perspective, Darwin’s theory is sufficiently commonsensical that it seems almost inevitable.”
(p.275)
Now that’s a scientific statement if I have ever heard one! I am being sarcastic of course.
Carroll relies now solely on the story, not science. He essentially is saying it is obvious—it must have happened!
Small random variations are introduced through mutations and in a stepwise process, over eons of time, change
occurs in organisms. But he offers no experimental evidence to support that claim only, Lenski’s bugs, which on
closer examination did not invent any novel ability.
And Carroll fails to mention or deliberately avoids the issue of all the slightly deleterious mutations that do build up
in a population of any organism over time. But instead writes:
“Variations that fortuitously improve an organism’s chances of handing down its genetic heritage will be
more likely to persist than those that are harmful or neutral.” (p.275)
This statement is factually wrong—and has been scientifically proven to be wrong through both experimental
observation and computer modelling.46,47
The accumulation of neutral—really slightly deleterious—mutations are a serious problem for any organism over
time because they are not selected for and hence not eliminated by natural selection and thus weaken the organism,
making it less fit, and eventually leads to error catastrophe in the population of that organism. This is when the
overwhelming burden of mutations has accumulated in the genome of the organism that they are expressed in many
bad ways, which are damaging to its survival. The Second Law here is not a friend but an inexorable force causing
constant decay and loss of genetic information.
It is like repairing your car over many years by replacing the engine parts to keep it running but at the same time the
whole vehicle is rusting away. That rust can be identified with the slightly deleterious mutations accumulating in that
analogy. It doesn’t matter how many improvements you make, the vehicle continues to rust away. And by the way, a
beneficial mutation with a novel structure, arising by chance, has never been observed. But even if they do occur it
does not help. The ‘rust’ never stops.
Carroll describes genetic drift where we see the change over time in an organism due to mutations and selection but
he makes no mention of this very serious problem stated above. He ends the chapter with
“Can the wonders of efficiency and ingenuity we see in biological organisms really come about from random
variation plus time? (Hint: yes)” (p.278)
But offers no further evidence to support such a claim. He ignore very serious objections to the theory, but believes
anyway, quoting Darwin “There is grandeur in this view of life,” from On the Origin of Species. That is, take Darwin at
his word, despite what we now know about genetics and the absolute impossibility of forming a single biopolymer
by random chance in a warm muddy pool. The alternative cannot be contemplated.

Searching the Landscape
Now Carroll discusses natural selection, describing it as a search algorithm and gives examples of mathematical
algorithms used to search out or look for some item in a very long list. In this way he is arguing that evolution is able
to search for the most suited genome of an organism to survive in a particular environment.
Now remember a genome is the sequence of the particular nucleotides on the DNA strands in the genes of the
organism. The human genome contains about 3 billion nucleotides, each of which can be one of 4 possible choices,
symbolise by the letters A, C, G and T. Those could be arranged in 43,000,000,000 = 102,000,000,000 possible ways. So to
imagine that you could find the best adapted genome by brute force flipping all the possibilities is just plain crazy. So
his claim, and that of all those evolution believers, is that “[e]volution provides a strategy” (p.280) to achieve this.
Figure 11: Fitness landscape shown for only two
dimensions. Credit: Wikipedia commons (Randy
Olson, CC BY‐SA 3.0)

But also remember the claim is that evolution
is undirected; a mindless shuffling of the code
to find a more fit organism. He introduces the
notion of the multidimensional fitness
landscape (one dimension for each gene, for
about 25,000 in humans) where evolution
finds the gene most successful to survive,
meaning reproduce, in the random shuffling
through the landscape. See Fig. 11 (but for
only 2 dimensions).
“We can think of evolution as nudging populations towards higher elevations in the fitness landscape,
favouring genes that lead to more fit organisms.” (p.282)
Actually this is a faith based statement, because it is not based on actually observation. He also writes that “it can
take an extremely long time for a population to climb up the landscape.” (p.282) That is like climbing up to the top of
one of those hills in Fig. 11 but where there are 25,000 dimensions in the case of the human genome.

Figure 12: A series of mousetraps with an increasing number of parts, as proposed by John McDonald
(http://udel.edu/~mcdonald/oldmousetrap.html)

As mentioned earlier, this is contrary to known experimental evidence in terms of accumulation of mutations in an
organism. The small defective mutations accumulate in the genome. They are too small for natural selection to
eliminate in the next generation. If the breeding population does not get an infusion of some ‘wild’ genes from
elsewhere, this leads to error catastrophe in the organism.
Because the evolutionists cannot use real empirical science is their storytelling they resort to computer modelling.
Yet in those models they ignore the problem of the accumulation of all those slightly deleterious single‐point
mutations. In their computer models they “throw away the unsuccessful strategies and repeat the process.” (p.283),
which are his words. This is not ‘mindless undirected evolution’ but ‘directed evolution’ by the programmer who has
a target in mind. And really it is not even evolution; it is breeding with selection.
“If someone could show that a particular organism’s genome had high fitness within the landscape defined
by its environment, but could not be ‘found’ by the strategy that evolution employs, it would decrease our
credence in Darwin’s theory.” (p.287)
This leads into a discussion on Michael Behe’s concept of ‘irreducible complexity’,48 that an organism whose
functioning involves a sequence or a set of parts that all are simultaneously required for the function, and if you took
away one part it could no longer have any function. The idea that a stepwise Darwinian sequence could not be found
would refute then the concept of Darwin. Behe used as an analogy a mousetrap, where if you took away one part it
could not function, thus indicates design and not incremental construction by Darwin.
Carroll then gives a ludicrous illustration (p.288) of a sequence of images (Fig. 12) involving the progressive
incremental assemblage of a mousetrap, as designed by John McDonald, which is meant to show that at each step
the mousetrap is functional. It is quite laughable, in fact, if it is meant to be a true analogue of some complex
biological function, like the blood‐clotting cascade, which involves possibly hundreds of elements all of which need
to be present for the process to work.
And Carroll does himself no credit citing Joachim Dagg, who “investigated the way actual mousetraps have changed
over the years, showing that (despite being designed) they evolved gradually rather than appearing all at once.”
(p.289) Surely he is joking. Mousetraps evolving? He himself says they were designed. The changes made by an
intelligent mind are nothing like ‘evolution’ that Darwin imagined. Then he quotes Dagg’s words,
“All prerequisites for evolution (variation, transmission, and selection) abound in mousetrap populations.”
(p.289)
Again every step of any improvement in a mousetrap was input by an intelligent mind. Variation—different design
choices, transmission—different modes of passing on those designs and selection—particular choices made by an
intelligent designer or user who saw the effectiveness of the mousetrap. But the primitive version was never just a
single piece of wood or a single piece of metal as suggested by McDonald’s incremental evolution of a mousetrap
illustration.
Next it is stated that the eye could have easily evolved. This claim has been cited many times, as if hoping that alone
would make it true. And it has been in response to William Paley’s book Natural Theology, wherein he wrote that the
eye implied “the necessity of an intelligent Creator”. But Carroll argues that
“Not only can eyes be explained through natural selection; they seem to have evolved separately dozens of
times over history of life.” (p.289)
Did eyes evolve by Darwinian mechanisms?49 Author Jerry Bergman outlines the case for the eye and the
impossibility of it evolving in a step‐wise Darwinian fashion. Bergman writes:
The evolution of the eye has always been a dilemma for evolutionists from Darwin’s time to the present.
Although Darwin, Richard Dawkins and other evolutionists have tried to explain how an eye could evolve,
their solutions are clearly unsatisfactory. Many kinds of eyes exist, but no progression of eye designs from
simple to complex can be produced in the natural or fossil world. Furthermore, the simplest ‘eye’, the
eyespot, is not an eye but pigmented cells used for phototaxis; yet even it requires an enormously complex
mechanism in order to function as a vision system.

He concludes with
Dennett wrote that the eye lens is ‘exquisitely well‐designed to do its job, and the engineering rationale for
the details is unmistakable, but no designer ever articulated it.’ He concludes that its design is not real, but
an illusion because evolution explains the eye without the need for a designer. This review has shown that
evolution does not explain the existence of the vision system, but an intelligent designer does. The leading
eye evolution researchers admit they only ‘have some understanding of how eyes might have evolved’.
These explanations do not even scratch the surface of how a vision system could have arisen by evolution—
let alone ‘when’.
Carroll also introduces here the part of their story that says that every time you see some structure in an ‘unrelated’
organism it evolved separately. So evolution must be common practice, that’s the implication. But it is just more
storytelling, when looking at the evidence.
Like multiple evolution there is also ‘convergent evolution’!
My daughter is studying biology in university and wrote the following to me:
I just read this in my biochemistry text book, after it was just talking about how homology (similarity in
form) between different protein domains in eukaryotes means they evolved from a common ancestor.
“… in some cases however, structural similarities may be the result of convergent evolution in
which a particular sequence of amino acids is independently evolved in proteins of different
ancestry. E.g. the catalytic triad of proteases which occurs in a family of eukaryotic proteases with
clearly homologous structures, but also in the bacterial protein, which is ancestrally unrelated to the
eukaryotic enzymes but has a similar function.” (emphases added)
It is just storytelling. Whatever it suits the purpose of the story. And this is exactly the same thing that Carroll claims
in his book, but this time parallel evolution because we see eyes in octopuses and human that are not evolutionary
related—according to their storyline. Read Homology made simple!50
The old ‘if I were God I would not have designed the human eye the way it is’ mantra is repeated.
“And the human eye, as wondrous as it is, has unambiguous flaws that would be inexcusable for a talented
designer but make perfect sense in light of evolution. The nerve fibres that carry visual information to the
brain are for no good reason in front of our retinas rather than behind them. … Our anatomy reflects the
accidents of our evolutionary history.” (p.290) (emphasis added)
He sets himself up as some sort of judge to determine if it good or bad design. And in the case of the human eye
with the optical nerve fibres in front of retina, creating a blind
spot, it is apparently bad design. This is the backwardly wired
retina argument. See Fig. 13. And Is our ‘inverted’ retina
really ‘bad design’?
Figure 13: Diagram showing the layers of the retina (modified
from Brash J.C. [ed.], 1951. Cunningham’s Textbook of Anatomy,
p. 1169, by permission of Oxford University Press, Oxford).

This argument was made famous by the anti‐creationist
atheopath Richard Dawkins in his book The Blind
Watchmaker—an apparent refutation of William Paley’s book
Natural Theology.
“Any engineer would naturally assume that the
photocells would point towards the light, with their
wires leading backwards towards the brain. He would
laugh at any suggestion that the photocells might
point away, from the light, with their wires departing
on the side nearest the light.”

As pointed out by Jonathan Sarfati,51 Dawkins, and also hence Carroll, was actually using a theological argument
rather than a scientific one.
However, ophthalmologists have denounced Dawkins’ claim repeatedly. E.g. George Marshall, the Sir Jules
Thorn Lecturer in Ophthalmic Science, stated in reply to Dawkins:
‘The idea that the eye is wired backward comes from a lack of knowledge of eye function and
anatomy.’
Dr Marshall explains that the nerves could not go behind the eye, because that space is reserved for the
choroid, which provides the rich blood supply needed for the very metabolically active retinal pigment
epithelium (RPE). This is necessary to regenerate the photoreceptors, and to absorb excess heat. So it is
necessary for the nerves to go in front instead.
It’s important to note that the ‘superior’ design of Dawkins with the nerves behind the photoreceptors
would require either:
1. The choroid in front of the retina—but the choroid is opaque because of all the red blood cells, so this
design would be as useless as an eye with a hemorrhage!
2. Photoreceptors not in contact with the RPE and choroid at all—but the photoreceptors would be slow to
regenerate, so it would probably take months before we could drive after we were photographed with a
flashbulb, as another ophthalmologist, Joseph Calkins, points out.
3. Another creationist ophthalmologist, Dr Peter Gurney in a detailed article, pointed out all the above with
the RPE, but pointed out another use: extracting excess heat.
However, in the evolutionists’ fantasy world, it is only natural to take the word of evolutionists totally lacking
in ophthalmology qualifications over creationist experts in ophthalmology, when the issue is
ophthalmology.51
Jonathan Sarfati also commented:
Ophthalmologically ignorant evolutionists like Richard Dawkins and Kenneth Miller claim that the backward
wiring of the vertebrate retina is ‘bad design’. But:
“[T]he retina of the eye has been optimised so that the sizes and densities of glial cells match the colours to
which the eye is sensitive (which is in itself an optimisation process suited to our needs). This optimisation is
such that colour vision during the day is enhanced, while night‐time vision suffers very little.”
Evolutionary arguments about the eye are, again, solely motivated by a belief in evolution as the true history of this
planet. The evolutionist has no reason to assume that there exists any rhyme or reason or purpose for the alleged
changes. The biblical creationist sees creation as the product of an intelligence, the one and only Creator God, who
we know as the Lord Jesus Christ (John 1:2 and Hebrews 11:3).
Purpose without a Creator
The next chapter entitled “Emergent Purpose” is about finding some sort of ‘purpose’ as an emergent property of
evolution. He is quite clear that evolution itself is undirected but suggests that we humans can find some purpose in
it.
He starts out with a question “Why do giraffes have such long necks?” and gives 4 possible answers, 3 of which
evolutionist would believe. Option 1 he declares incorrect, which is Lamarckian, yet actually closer to Darwin’s
original idea. Options 2 is the common way of explaining neo‐Darwinian evolution, with mutations conferring better
fitness. Option 3 is about sexual selection and option 4 is in line with his overall message of the book.
“Given the laws of physics, and the initial state of the universe, and our location in the cosmos, collections of
atoms in the shape of long‐necked giraffes came into existence 14 billion years after the Big Bang.” (pp.291‐
2)

None of this sentence has any credibility. Only by assuming everything to be true in the evolution story from the big
bang to current day could you write this. So it is not a science statement but a theological statement. He says it
avoids any particular evolutionary story, but it is not hard to imagine that the words “came into existence” does not
mean at the hands of the Creator, but rather is a big bang. Otherwise there would be no need to start in the big
bang, nor include the words “our location in the cosmos”. He says this is a poetic‐naturalism way of speaking about
emergent properties of the biological world. But that could only be true if you could demonstrate experimentally
that each requirement in the statement is true.
Then from this sort of story, which he calls “the fundamental description of reality” (p.292) because of the big bang,
expansion of the universe and the increase in entropy with time, he says
“… these emergent pictures invoke words like ‘purpose’ and ‘adaptation,’ even though those ideas are
nowhere to be found in the underlying mechanistic behavior of reality” (p.293)
And
“How could evolution, which itself is ultimately purely physical, bring these utterly new kinds of things into
existence? It’s a natural thing to worry about. The process of evolution is unplanned and unguided.”
“There is no general principle along the lines of ‘new kinds of things cannot naturally arise in the course of
undirected evolution.’ Things like ‘stars’ and ‘galaxies’ come to be in a universe where they formerly didn’t
exist. Why not purposes and information?” (p.293)
From this undirected mindless evolutionary process he is saying novel structures, like gills and eyeballs can arise, and
many times over it seems, therefore the naturist can also speak of purpose (a giraffe has a longer neck to get leaves
on higher branches) and of information that arises from the vacuum.
He agrees with other atheists, like Dawkins, that underlying it is mechanistic and mindless but he is trying to add a
poetic gloss. But here in keeping with evolution speak the type of ‘purpose’ is only useful for the domain it applies
to.
Despite the fact that science has absolutely no robust theory how stars and galaxies form naturistically, which he
uses for his comparison, his claim is that purpose and information also arise from nothing.
“Under naturalism, there isn’t much difference between a human being and a robot. We are all just
complicated collections of matter moving in patterns, obeying impersonal laws of physics in an environment
with an arrow of time. Wants and purposes and desires are the kinds of things that naturally develop along
the way.” (p.295)
Origin of the Universe and fine‐tuning
“Words like ‘information’ are a useful way of talking about certain things that happen in the universe. We
don’t ever need to talk about technical issues to be addressed, but there is no obstacle to the emergence of
all kinds of new concepts along the way.” (pp.293‐4)
From the universe, not the Creator, within the laws of physics anything is possible. This is his message. How do we
know? Because we have observed the big bang, and the formation of stars and galaxies, the cooling of the planet
Earth, the spontaneous origin of life, and the development of the pageant of life on the planet over the past 4 billion
years. That sounds like Gaianism—that the inherent force (he calls his the initial conditions of the universe) to
‘create’ everything was foreordained by the universe. Information is conserved and therefore it was written into the
configuration state of the big bang.
“…the appearance of information‐bearing objects in the course of the undirected evolution of matter and
life is unsurprising. It happens because–wait for it—the universe started with an extremely low entropy…. As
the universe evolves from this very specific configuration to increasingly generic ones, correlations between
different parts of the universe develop very naturally.” (p.298)
The information content to make giraffes then was already existing in the big bang. Such are the depth of belief
needed by the atheopaths.

Then follows a discussion about theistic evolution. Here I found myself agreeing with one aspect. In the 1990s a
dispute developed with the National Association of Biology Teachers (NABT) over their definition of evolution. It was
resolved by removal of the words “unsupervised” and “impersonal”. Carroll argues that the original wording was
scientifically accurate, which included those words. Yet the only reason they were removed was because of the
belief by some US teachers in theistic evolution—that is, that evolution was subtly directed by an unseen force or by
God’s hand.
There are those, like Francis Collins, director of the US National Institute of Health and Kenneth Millar, a cell
biologist, who support this view. Both have actively campaigned against teaching creationism in American schools.
They both claim to be Christian, maybe the same type that Carroll was before his own conversion to naturalism.
But here, in regards to the mechanisms in evolution, Carroll argues against any influence from God on the outcome
because evolution is undirected and impersonal. He correctly states that in such a universe God is not doing very
much at all. (But, of course, that is not the Universe we live in.)
“The appearance of human beings was never very improbable; it could easily have happened without any
divine intervention.” (p.300, emphasis added)
How can he use the word ‘easily’ here? First you would have to be able to calculate the probability of humans
appearing. How could that be done? Sample a million universes? It is, to a high order, ludicrous. But within the
evolution mindset everything evolved, so there is no need for a Creator. From that perspective I agree with his logic
but not his starting premise.
Theistic evolutionists have no scriptural basis for their belief; they base it on the flawed assumption that evolution
happened, from the big bang on. That means cosmic evolution to biological evolution. Nevertheless from the biblical
standpoint, God is very clear that He created man, Adam and Eve, in His own image and it was at the beginning of
creation, 6000 years ago, not after 14 billion years of evolution. Matthew 19:4 and Mark 10:6.
Also I agree that resorting to quantum mechanics or quantum indeterminacy as a way to get God in there (i.e. God
made the correct quantum choices) is flawed because the results would be detectable by observations. Quantum
mechanics is probabilistic in nature but because of the very large particle numbers on any human scale it is as
deterministic as is classical physics.
“Advocates of theistic evolution do not make a positive case that we need divine intervention to explain the
course of evolution; they merely offer up quantum mechanics as a justification that it could possibly happen.
But of course it can possibly happen, if God exists; God can do whatever he wants, no matter what the laws
of physics may be. What theistic evolutionists are actually doing is using quantum indeterminacy as a fig leaf;
it’s not that God is allowed to act in the world, it’s that they are allowed to imagine him acting in a way such
that nobody would notice, leaving no fingerprints.” (pp.300‐1)
I agree with this statement because theistic evolution removes God from His rightful position as Creator. It makes
Him almost invisible. We need to acknowledge the laws of physics as the creation of God. He only intervenes or
breaks/suspends them on very specific occasions, which are significant events. These are healing miracles, raising
from the dead and most significantly the resurrection of the dead, starting with the resurrection of the Lord Jesus
Christ. But God does not work over billions of years through a process of death and suffering to create new animal
and plant species. That is just nonsense.
Next Carroll deals with the ‘fine‐tuning’ argument, also called the ‘anthropic principle’ for the Universe. In that
argument, it is advocated that the restrictions placed on the range certain parameters in the natural world could
take make them finely tuned for life’s existence. For example, the mass of the electron could only take on a value
within a very narrow range else life could not exist. And so on with the range of operation of the laws of nature.
Of this argument Carroll writes:
“If the logic is right, we actually are the center of the universe, figuratively speaking. We are the reason the
universe exists; ... It can come across as more than a little arrogant to contemplate all of the interacting
quantum fields of the Core Theory, or see an image of some of the hundreds of billions of galaxies that
populate our universe, and say to yourself, “I know why it’s like that—so that I could be here.” (p.302)

However he also admits that “fine‐tuning is probably the most respected argument in favor of theism.” (p.303) That
is because the argument plays by the same rules as naturalism—through making predictions and testing them by
observing the world. But the argument relies heavily on what we already know.
“There is a selection effect: we can be having this conversation only in possible worlds where we exist, so
our existence doesn’t really tell us anything new.” (p.303)
This is one point I agree with him on, but for different reasons. There is only one world. There is no multiverse of
universes and the big bang evolution story is a fiction. So there can be no comparison between true arguments for
theism and naturalism. Only if you accepted the big bang origin for the Universe along with the argument that the
laws of physics are a property of that universe’s cosmogony (its particular origin) and only if you accepted the
naturalistic origin of life and the subsequent evolution of life can the two belief systems be compared. The big bang
is as much a belief system as is any religious notion of origins. So the fine‐tuning argument be a backdoor to
naturalism entering our belief system and this is essentially what has happened with biblical apologists like Hugh
Ross and William L. Craig.
But his selection effect argument also is weak because it also assumes a priori that the big bang evolution story is a
fact. For example, to argue that rate of expansion of the early universe was finely tuned to our current existence,
assumes everything after the big bang in that naturalistic story to be true. It even assumes that the universe
expanded or is expanding. Neither of which is an established fact. In fact, it cannot be established beyond doubt
because there is no experiment you can do on the Universe, unlike experiments you can do in a laboratory.
He cites the famous ‘cosmological constant’ problem, which is a big‐bang‐only problem. It is not a problem for
biblical creationists. According to theoretical quantum physics and experimental observations, it is reasoned that a
true vacuum still contains a small amount of energy—energy intrinsic to the vacuum, which can be understood in
terms of a sea of ephemeral virtual particles continually popping in and out of existence for a very brief period. But
also from Einstein’s general relativity theory, which underpins big bang cosmology, a cosmological constant
(represented by the Greek letter Lambda, Λ) has been used to get cosmology theory to fit astronomical
observations. It is believed that Λ is some sort of vacuum energy driving the acceleration of the alleged expanding
universe. But the value calculated for this alleged ‘vacuum energy’ from cosmology is about 120 orders of
magnitude smaller than the value calculated from particle physics.
So the argument is made that if the ‘vacuum energy’, represented by Λ, were equal to the particle physics
calculation then nothing would exist. Individual atoms would have been ripped apart from one another. The fact that
it is ‘actually’ so much smaller is meant to be life‐affirming. The smaller value is calculated from cosmology, which as
I have shown, is not experimental science.
The flaw in the argument is two‐fold. One is that it assumes the cosmological constant Λ is actually real, that it is
correctly included in the correct solution of Einstein’s field equations used to describe the alleged expanding
universe. Thus the cosmological constant is responsible for an acceleration of the expansion. One line of evidence
suggests otherwise.52 And looking at all the evidence for an expanding universe we find it equivocal.27,53 It is not
clear, but it might not be expanding at all.
The second is that it assumes that the cosmological constant describes vacuum energy and that it is understood how
to correctly calculate the energy density of the latter. The latter Carroll acknowledges as a problem. And only if these
points are overlooked is there a fine‐tuning argument.
Now, going back to the impossibility of knowing how to calculate the probability whether life would be possible were
the fine‐tuned parameters different in a different universe Carroll brings up the possibility that life could also be
based on “other forms [of] complex systems.” He cites two examples from science fiction novels, and says:
“Perhaps a trillion trillion years from now, long after the last star has winked out, the dark galaxy will be
populated by diaphanous beings floating in the low‐density light given off by radiating black holes, with the
analogue of heartbeats that last a million years.” (p.305)
And though he admits it a remote possibility, he does not rule it out. But this is truly science fiction, not reality at all.
It is the logical end where the materialist’s mind must go.

The Multiverse
He says another complication is that we might live in a multiverse—that is in one universe of an infinite number of
universes (see Fig. 14) where each has slightly different physical constant from another.11 Thus the fine‐tuning
argument, or, the anthropic principle, as it often called, is a non‐starter. The logic goes like this. Of course, we would
think our universe to be fine‐tuned because we find ourselves having evolved in this one, where there are many
others with different values for the fundamental constants where life could not evolve. This argument is not science;
it is untestable fantasy, and an appeal to an alternate belief system to satisfy one’s desire to explain the world
around us without a Creator. It is also contrary to Carroll’s methodological empiricism.
Despite the fact that theoretical physicist Lee Smolin has developed a theory on the development of the
multiverse,11 Carroll’s claim is that the multiverse is not a theory itself, but a prediction of other theories. He says the
multiverse “was forced on us by our best efforts to understand the portion of the universe that we do see.” (p.307)
Figure 14: Independent baby universes comprising
the multiverse speculation. Credit:
theratchet.ca/cosmic‐natural‐selection

The theories that are doing this forcing are
string theory and cosmic inflation.
String theory54 is current the best theory to
unite gravity with the quantum world. But
physicists have been working on that theory
now for at least 50 years with not a single
prediction that has been experimentally
testable, let alone an actual laboratory test.
The closest we might have is the tests of
supersymmetry theory55 (or SUSY for short), a
sort of offspring of strings theory. That theory
has recently be ruled out by 10 years of particle
physics tests with the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) on the border of Switzerland and France.25 One of the winners of
the 2004 Nobel Prize in physics, theoretical physicist David Gross, a leading string theorist,56 along with others, has
been forced to admit that supersymmetry is a dud.
Yet Carroll admits that there are at least 10500 different implementations of string theory—of which it is not known
where to look for the real physics of the real Universe. In reality string theory rightly belongs in the mathematics
department—it is not physics. String theory posits the existence of many more spatial dimensions than the three
(length, breadth and depth) we observe in this Universe. Depending on the string excitations it has 10 or 26 spatial
dimensions in total, but the number is uncertain. According to the theory, we don’t observe the extra dimensions
because they are curled up making them too small to observe in the macroscopic world.
“In string theory, ‘constants of nature’ like the vacuum energy or the masses of elementary particles are
fixed by the exact way in which the extra dimensions are curled up in any given region of the universe.
Elsewhere, if the extra dimensions are curled up in a different way, anyone who lived there would measure
radically different numbers.” (p.308)
So string theory is a mathematical speculation about the cosmos, which allows for a multiverse. It might be
considered a prediction but with 10500 possible predictions it is hardly very prescriptive. Certainly it is not a physical
theory at all.
Then there is cosmic inflation, an unknown ‘unknown’ that is meant to have brought the multiverse into existence.
This speculation is really an escape clause for the big bang. It is used to explain why the distribution of matter in the
universe is so smooth, why spacetime is flat, as well, it is used to solve the photon horizon problem, and numerous
of the problems.57

“We don’t have direct evidence that inflation actually occurred, but it is such a natural and useful idea that
many cosmologists have adopted it as a default mechanism for shaping our universe into its present state.”
(p.308)
We agree that no direct evidence for cosmic inflation has been observed. In 2014 it was claimed by the BICEP2
astronomers but that had to be retracted a year later.58,59 When the BICEP2 team made their announcement it was
suggested that the inventor of inflation, Alan Guth, was in line for a Nobel Prize. But that quickly turned out to be
premature.60 Level heads eventually admitted that dust in our galaxy was the true source of the putative signal they
claimed as evidence.
And Carroll admits
“Both inflation and string theory are, at present, entirely speculative ideas; we have no direct empirical
evidence that they are correct.” (p.309)
And don’t forget he believes in methodological empiricism, where one infers the truth from observing the real world.
The belief in these speculations seem to be contrary to such a position, yet he maintains that they are ‘reasonable
and promising ideas.’ On what basis can he make such a claim? Pure faith, in his form of naturalism, not science. So
that he writes
“What we can say with confidence is that if we get a multiverse in this way, any worries about fine‐tuning
and the existence of life evaporate.” (p.309, bold is my emphasis, italics in the original)
But how would you know if your multiverse was the correct interpretation of some future observational data when
there is no independent way to check that conclusion? What if the data indicated some other cause? The Universe is
just too big and there can be no definitive resolution of any such claim, because the Universe is not a laboratory in
which you can do experiments. Notwithstanding the host of other problems that the cosmic inflationary big bang
models present including the plethora of dark entities of which we know nothing about from known physics, nor are
they required by the standard model of particle physics. Thus it is truly overstating the case to say “we can say with
confidence.”
He finishes this chapter with his formulation of what the Universe should be like if the existence of life (or human
beings) was the primary consideration in its design. He outlines three features.
“Degree of fine‐tuning. If the reason why certain characteristics of the universe seem fine‐tuned is because
life needs to exist, we would expect them to be sufficiently tuned to allow for life, but there’s no reason for
them to be much more tuned than that.” (p.311)
He states that in our Universe “the entropy is far lower than it needs to be just to allow for life…. There is no reason
for God to have made it so small.” But how could you know that? He bases his argument on naturalism—that life just
naturally evolved. How can He know what the Creator God was doing at creation? It is setting up a straw man
argument against God. “If I was God I wouldn’t have done it that way, because it is not necessary.” Then using such a
line of argumentation to prove the initial thesis, that there was no Designer.
“Messiness of observed physics. If the laws of physics were chosen so that life could exist, we would expect
that each of the various features of those laws would play some important role in the unfolding of life. What
we see, on the contrary, is something of a mess. All living beings are made out of the lightest generation of
fermions—the electron and the up and down quarks, with occasional appearances from electron neutrinos.”
(pp.311‐2)
He argues that there are two heavier families of particles which are not involved in life it indicates that creation was
not from a Designer but from atheistic naturalism. But again he creates a straw man. He assumes the role of knowing
the Creator’s mind and then, because by his definition, a creator would not do it that way, it make much more sense
to favour godless naturalism.
“Centrality of life. If the eventual appearance of life were an important consideration for God when he was
designing the universe, it is hard to understand why life seems so unimportant in the final product. We live

in a galaxy with more than 100 billion stars, in a universe with more than 100 billion galaxies. All of this
splendour is completely superfluous, as afar as life is concerned.” (p.312)
Firstly his language automatically assumes Darwinian evolution to be true without any direct empirical evidence.
Secondly, he again assumes he knows the mind of God. Thirdly, he knows nothing of the revealed will of God, who
has told us that the ‘heavens declare the glory of God’ (Psalm 19:1). It is, at least, naïve to think mere humans can
know how the Creator should think. But to use such a false argument against the existence of a Designer or against
theism is fundamentally flawed, because it does not start with the correct initial conditions, but assumes a certain
naturalistic initial state, without proof.
He writes:
“Theism predicts that most other stars and galaxies shouldn’t be there at all” (p.312).
This is patently false. Biblical theism—the type that follows scripture as the authoritative revealed words of God—
predicts that all the stars in the Universe are there, and that they were primarily created for God’s own glory. The
Universe is incredibly large, so perhaps God was trying to give us a sense of His greatness, as He is so much greater
than His own creation.
Finally Carroll argues
“If it is so easy to make a universe like the one we see, why rely on God at all?” (p.313)

Figure 15: An alleged ancient Hebrew conception of the Universe.

Here he assumes his premise (it is easy to make a universe like this one from nothing by naturalism). Thus the
conclusion is that there is nothing for the Creator to do. So why believe He made it? Then he argues that the
prescientific cosmology of the Hebrews was an Earth‐centred universe with the cosmos a solid dome, supported by
pillars above the earth. See Figure 15. Thus he argues that that this is what theism predicted. But true theism only
predicts what the Bible contains within its pages.

Figure 16: Cartoon from Sidney Harris, "Einstein Simplified" taken from Cosmology and Culture, Joel R. Primack.
(http://ircamera.as.arizona.edu/NatSci102/NatSci102/images/extcosmo.htm).

Primitive representations like the one he describes do not accurately predict the greatness and power of the Creator.
He is a great God, above all gods (Psalm 95:3), who has power over all forever (1 Peter 5:11). He is the omniscient,
omnipresent, Creator God, (Psalm 139:1‐6) and such representations limit God by the miniscule imaginations of
man. God made all the billions of billions of stars but, of course, the early Hebrews were limited in their scientific
knowledge. So we cannot ascribe to God something that is due to the limited astronomical knowledge of their time.
But there are many accurate predictions from the Bible that have been verified in the last 200 years.
Now the new atheists would have you believe that they have more knowledge than their own concept of God. They
would have you believe their new religion—that the Universe created itself. See Figure 16.
In that cartoon the word 'Hallelujah' is out‐of‐place because it means (from Hebrew) 'praise to Jah', where Jah is
short for Jahovah, the name of the one and only self‐existent Creator God, who is uncreated and created the
Universe.
Consciousness
The fifth of the six section divisions of the book is titled “Thinking,” which includes chapters on the origin of
consciousness. This section is very vague, perhaps because there is a major lack of any real experimental evidence in
support of what gives rise to consciousness and therefore any evolutionary speculations on how it arose in a
Darwinian world are very tenuous.
Carroll opens the first chapter in this section “Crawling into Consciousness” with:
“Almost 400 million years ago, a plucky little fish climbed onto land and decided to hang out rather than
returning into the sea. Its descendants evolved into the species Tiktaalik roseae, fossils of which were first
discovered in 2004 in the Canadian Arctic.” (p.317)
Only the second part of the second sentence has any factual basis in being a true statement. The rest here, though
stated as a fact, is completely assumed—made up—just pulled out of the air. There is no evidence—fossil or
otherwise—of a fish that climbed onto land and decided to stay there.

“If you were ever looking for a missing link between two major evolutionary stages, Tiktaalik is it; these
adorable creatures represent a transitional form between water‐based and land‐based animal life.” (p.317,
emphasis added)
On the same page he shows a reconstruction of a Tiktaalik roseae fish half in and half out of the water. See Fig. 17.

Figure 17: A reconstruction of Tiktaalik roseae, crawling onto land, as imagined. Credit: Zina Deretsky (www.zina‐
studio.com/contact.html).

The animal was more likely a fish with some mosaic‐like features in the same way that Archaeopteryx, a bird, had
teeth, and claws on its wings, resulting in claims that it was also a transitional form.61 But note Tiktaalik roseae could
not walk.62 Tiktaalik’s fin was not connected to its main skeleton, so it could not have supported its weight on land.
Thus the story of it coming out of the water and walking on land is pure fiction.
Then Carroll continues with his storytelling about how a fish evolved while climbing onto land. He uses expressions
like “We don’t know, but we can make some reasonable guesses.” (p.318) He then argues that the evolutionary
pressure on the fish as it swims under water and its need to think quickly caused its brain to evolve to think more
quickly. “A fish brain is going to be optimized to do just that.” (p.318) But this is just another statement of faith—
faith in an unobserved process, based on a belief that evolution happened over billions of years.
“Bioengineer Malcolm MacIver has suggested that the flapping of fish up onto dry land was one of several
crucial transitions that led to the development of the thing we now call consciousness.” (p.319)
Carroll defines consciousness as
“a complex interplay of many processes acting on multiple levels. It involves wakefulness, receiving and
responding to sensory inputs, imagination, inner experience and volition.” (p.319)
After stating that neuroscience and psychology have learned a lot about what consciousness is, he writes that “we
are still far away from any sort of complete understanding”. (p.319) But rather he believes that when man does
achieve an understanding of consciousness “it will be one that is completely compatible with the basic tenets of the
Core Theory—part of physical reality, not apart from it.” (p.320) But this is again just a statement of faith. He has no
empirical evidence to support it.
“MacIver suggests that one of the most important pieces in this puzzle—the ability to take time to
contemplate multiple alternatives, breaking the immediate connection between stimulus and response—
started to become selected for by evolution once we crawled up onto the rocks.
It is natural to suppose that our imaginative faculties grew out of the evolutionary pressure in favor of
developing the ability to weigh competing options for our future actions.” (p.322)

It is only natural when you define evolution as the only acceptable explanation. When no alternative explanation is
allowed.
“Our ability to imagine the future is incredibly detailed and rich, but it is not hard to imagine how it might
have evolved gradually over the span of many generations.” (p.325, emphasis added)
Some irony there. He is talking about imagining how evolution might have evolved consciousness when no one
knows what consciousness is. In addition, imagining is all that evolutionists can do, because they have absolutely no
actual knowledge of how it might have evolved. That is because it didn’t. But the imaginative faculties in our brains
had to have evolved before the evolutionists could imagine how they might have evolved.
He asks was MacIver’s speculation of a fish crawling onto land the “pivotal step” in the development of
consciousness, or, “just another fish story” (p.325). The latter I would think. He then argues that because whales and
dolphins descended from land animals “their intelligence actually provides evidence for the hypothesis, not against
it.” (p.325) But that is again circular reasoning. Only because evolutionists believe whales evolved from land animals
that once evolved from the sea could you claim whales’ intelligence is attributable to the transition from water to
dry land.
Of course none of this is supported by empirical evidence, just storytelling. Despite Carroll’s belief consciousness did
not evolve in the first place, so it is empty rhetoric to suggest it was motivated by a fish climbing out of the water to
live in air. It is more reasonable to expect that frogs turn into princes.
He ends the chapter with
“As the reducibly complex mouse trap reminds us, we shouldn’t let the intimidating sophistication of the
final product trick us into thinking that it couldn’t have come about via numerous small steps.” (p.326)
Thought
When discussing a magneto‐encephalography (MEG) scan of his own brain Carroll states:
“What we call a ‘thought’ corresponds directly and unmistakably to the motion of certain charged particles
inside my head.” (p.329)
But admits there is a divide between those who believe thinking is just that—a physical process in the brain—and
those who believe it is necessary to add some additional ingredients beyond the physical. He takes the former view.
To him thought is merely the product of 85 billion neurons, with a hundred trillion connections, in the human brain.
Then he involves the reader in a discussion of the development of neurons in other organisms and even how
neuroscientists have been able to artificially remove or add memories by direct nerve cell stimulation in mice.
“Memories are physical things, located in your brain” (p.331) he writes. The implication is that ‘you’ are just the sum
total of your neurons, only matter and nothing else; not matter plus spirit.
He argues that
“Damaging the brain, …, can change who a person is at a fundamental level.” (p.334)
But this would seem contrary to the scriptures, which tell us God chose us before the foundation of the world,
(Ephesians 1:4; 1 Peter 1:20) or before we were conceived (Psalm 139:15‐16).
Carroll then gives examples of brain‐damaged people that have changed their affections for another. But what about
patients with a mental condition, who do not recognise loved ones, yet after they are delivered from the condition,
they are returned to their normal mind?
Chapter 39 is titled “What Thinks?” and deals with the question of what thinking is. The chapter open with a
reference to a Robert A. Heinlein novel where the plot involves a computer ‘Mike,’ which had become self‐aware. It
is a stretch to reference science fiction in this regards. But also the author of the novel (quoted by Carroll) makes the
comparison between the number of neuristors that Mike had and the number of neurons in the human brain.
(p.336)

The point Carroll seems to be making that all it takes is sufficient hardware for a computer to become self‐aware, i.e.
to develop consciousness.
“There’s a revolution to be won, and presumably self‐awareness is just the kind of thing that happens when
thinking devices become sufficiently large and complex.” (p.336)
This statement is a faith statement, without a shred of any sort of experimental evidence. In fact, large
supercomputers have developed over the past 5 decades, and none have become self‐aware, as often portrayed in
the movies. That portrayal is based solely on evolutionary beliefs that man evolved consciousness as he ascended
(allegedly) from primitive forms.
But as Carroll admits what is more important is not the number of neurons per se but the ordered structure in the
way they are connected to each other. This is called the connectome. Carroll claims that that “… developed gradually
through the course of natural selection”. (p.336) Yet he admits also that the structure a computer has makes it
unlikely that it would develop self‐awareness by accident. (p.337)
Alan Turing a British mathematician and computer engineer, proposed a test, the Turing test, to decide if a machine
can think. But due to a lack of agreement on definitions, Turing downgraded his test to only decide if a machine,
through conversation, could make a human believe it was a person. But no computer has even come close to passing
the Turing test. Even if it did, would it prove consciousness? The materialist might say yes, but in reality it would only
be clever programming.
But Carroll has faith. He writes:
“We will likely get there at some point, but contemporary machines do not ‘think’ in Turing’s sense.” (p.337)
This is because as materialist he cannot imagine (because he cannot experimentally detect or describe)
consciousness endowed by the Creator. It must only be due to sufficient hardware and the right software to run on
that hardware.
I would say that no matter how clever the programming, a computer can never understand what it is says. And that
is the central question. Can a machine experience emotions, or have abstract thought?
Following Turing, a human perspective only a person can know that they have consciousness. In essence no one else
can get inside another’s head to know what that person feels. But from the Creator’s perspective, we can know
because He has told us that He created man in His own image. No other life form has that privilege.
But atheists like Carroll see only the material world.
“If the physical world is all there is, we have to think that consciousness results from the particular motions
and interactions of all those cells, with one another, and with the outside world.” (p.341)
And Carroll argues that it is not actually the ‘cells’ that matter, i.e. not the hardware components, “only how they
interact with one another” (p.342). From there is follows that “many different substances could embody the
patterns of conscious thought” (p.342). Thus “all kinds of things could be conscious” (p.342). This can be taken to the
point of replacing every one of a person’s neurons by an equivalently behaving neuristor. He asks if such a person is
conscious, even though their brain had been replaced with machinery.
Of course, such ideas are purely science fiction. Perhaps it would be forever beyond human technology to do so. But
Carroll continues:
“It’s logically possible that a phase transition occurs somewhere along the way as we gradually replace
neurons one by one, even if we can’t predict exactly when it would happen.” (p.342)
It is only logical in a materialist’s world. In that world it is assumed that all that counts is the firing of neurons and
that there is no separate existence of the soul. In a God‐created‐man world removing neurons would eventually lead
to a person’s death.
Recently the idea of the “Ghost in the Machine” was popularised by a movie of the same name. There a human’s
brain is transplanted into a machine. That is just one step before moving consciousness into the hardware of the

machine. That idea was, in fact, the plot of the movie “Chappie”. The notion ignores the fact of the resurrection. The
man Christ Jesus was restored to life after He died on the Cross in a new resurrected body, which includes his brain,
which is new hardware. In His resurrected body He had the same knowledge, memories and consciousness as before
His death.
But Carroll can only cite sci‐fi and fanciful stories in support of his unfounded arguments.
“From a poetic‐naturalism perspective, when we talk about consciousness we’re not discovering some
fundamental kind of stuff out there in the universe. It’s not like searching for the virus that causes a known
disease, where we know perfectly well what kind of thing we are looking for and merely want to detect it
with our instruments so that we can describe what it is like. Like ‘entropy’ and ‘heat’, the concepts of
‘consciousness’ and ‘understanding’ are ones that we invent in order to give ourselves more useful and
efficient descriptions of the world.” (p.343)
So to Carroll consciousness is only the collective behaviour of an enormous lot of neurons. It has no existence apart
from matter. Accordingly the atheist defines consciousness as “how the system behaves over time” (p.344). And
that system is subject to evolution through time. In the atheist mind consciousness defines itself that way. He has no
alternative. He does not believe in the immaterial existence of the soul.
As a result intentions, like purpose, are merely the emergent property of that collective behaviour of those myriad
neurons. That leads to no responsibility for one’s thoughts. And thus it leads to denial of any objective decision‐
making.
You can see how this would influence the atheist mind. To him he is just the product of his surrounding and the Core
Theory of particle physics. He can deny any responsibility for negative thoughts and hence for sin. After all he would
say they are just the result of certain neurons firing or not, and he is not responsible for anything he does or thinks.
The hard problem
This is the title of Carroll’s chapter 40.
“Life on Earth has undergone a series of dramatic phase transitions. Self‐replicating organisms, cell nuclei,
multicellular life, climbing onto land, the origin of language—all of these represent important new capacities
that changed what life was capable of. The appearance of consciousness is arguably the most interesting
phase transition of all, the beginning of a new kind of way for matter to organise itself and behave.” (p.348)
None of his claimed phase transitions have been presented with any credible supporting evidence. The “appearance
of consciousness” is no difference. He uses only philosophical arguments based on his firm belief in the Darwinian
goo‐to‐you evolution. Carroll writes:
“I have no trouble believing that life is a complex network of interlocking chemical reactions that began
spontaneously and evolved through natural selection over billions of years.” (pp.348‐9, emphasis added)
No physical evidence is presented. And the fact remains that consciousness has not developed in non‐biological
‘brains’ (computers) as they have become more complex. Such a phase transition has not occurred.
“This issue has been dubbed the mind‐body problem: how can we hope to account for mental reality using
only physical concepts? As will the origin of life and the origin of the universe, we can’t claim to have a full
understanding of the nature of consciousness.” (p.349)
This would have to be the understatement of all understatement. Science has no idea about the origin of life or the
origin of the Universe, so also the origin of consciousness from a purely naturalistic Darwinian viewpoint. The reason
the chapter is called “The hard problem” is because though naturalists claim to understand evolution of function (i.e.
being awake or asleep) they have no idea about experience—what we personally feel. But to Carroll there is no hard
problem. He calls experience “the effective behavior of the collection of atoms we call human beings” (p.351).
He argues:

“If consciousness were something over and above the physical properties of matter, there would be a
puzzle: what was it doing for all those billions of years before life came along?” (p.363)
It is an ill‐formed question. Based on a fallacious belief that life evolved from pond scum, he poses that
consciousness cannot be separate from matter, else it would have to have been floating around for billions of years
before a human brain evolved.
His conclusion is that consciousness “seems to be an intrinsically collective phenomena” (p.365). This is analogous to
temperature manifested by a collection of particles. Individually the atoms don’t have a temperature but collectively
they do. Materialists like this type of explanation because, even though science can’t yet explain consciousness, this
type of explanation gets around the problem of anything more than material matter.
“Some things just come into being as the universe evolves and entropy and complexity grow: galaxies,
planets, organisms, consciousness.” (p.366)
He discusses the notion put forward by some that quantum mechanics plays some role in consciousness. Carroll
writes that if quantum theory is not fully understood then the leading candidate in that which is not yet known is in
how we think about quantum measurements. Roger Penrose has suggested that
“quantum gravity is involved, and filamentary structures in the brain called microtubules—but the upshot is
that the wave functions of structures in our brains collapse in just the right way to grant human beings
powers of insight and cognition that computers will never achieve.” (p.370)
Carroll does not agree. He says, as stated above, it is an emergent phenomenon—a very high level emergent
phenomenon. He says it may arise out of underlying processes that are absolutely rigid and logical yet it does not
exhibit those properties itself. This is little more than a faith statement based on (by his own admission) a
materialistic worldview. If the Universe is all there is and if the Core Theory is complete then it follows. But if there
exists a consciousness outside of ourselves (i.e. a Creator) then the starting premise is false, and the conclusion does
not follow.
This leads to a discussion on causation. He states the argument against Cartesian dualism (mental properties that
influence physical ones) is causal closure of the physical. (p.374) He is saying that from a knowledge of the complete
and self‐consistent laws of physics, in the realm of interest, and a knowledge of the complete quantum state of a
system, you can precisely predict what that system will do. Nothing else is needed or allowed.
But he does not agree with what some promote as the logical extension of this—that free will does not exist. He
writes that on the human scale free will does exist. But it seems it really is in the vocabulary that we express our
ideas.
He describes what he calls compatibilism and refers to the compatibility between an underlying deterministic (or
impersonal) scientific description and our vocabulary of choice and volition. Apparently this notion traces its origin
back to John Locke, atheist English philosopher, who is regarded as one of the most influential of Enlightenment
thinkers and commonly known as the "Father of Liberalism."
But it would seem to me that it is merely semantics. Carroll says that
“… once you frame the question in terms of you and your choice, you can’t also start talking about your
atoms and the laws of physics. Either vocabulary is perfectly legitimate, but mixing them leads to nonsense.”
(p.379)
He argues that because we don’t know what the atoms in our body are going to do it is free choice on the human
scale. This does not solve the dilemma; it merely removes from the discussion the determinism of no free choice.
However, ultimately he agrees that it is some sort of basic truth that “we are collections of elementary particles
interacting through the rules of the Core Theory.”
The materialist would say in regards to the question of “responsibility” in human choice no blame can be attributed
to any decision because all decisions are the result of the properties of particle physics in the brain—hence no free
choice.

The poetic naturalist, Carroll writes, gets around the problem by saying that on the human level volition is a property
of the whole system and hence blame can be attributed to a bad decision. But is this not just avoiding the issue? It is
semantics. He still believes that on the quantum scale there is no free choice—any decision is purely a property of
the particles in his brain acted upon by the Core Theory.
Caring
In the last section of the book titled “Caring” he opens the first chapter with a quote from Carl Sagan’s wife. In
response to people who knew Sagan was not a believer, seven years after his death his wife, Ann Druyan, wrote:
“We knew we were the beneficiaries of chance … That pure chance could be so generous and so kind … That
we could find each other … in the vastness of space and the immensity of time…. The way he treated me
and the way I treated him… that is so much more important than the idea I will see him someday. I don’t
think I’ll ever see Carl again. But I saw him. We saw each other. We found each other in the cosmos, and that
was wonderful.” (pp.387‐8)
This then leads to the question of the afterlife. Being a naturalist Carroll does not believe in such. He states though
that he would like to continue living in some fashion after death, but only if it was pleasant and if he was not
“tortured by ornery demons” (p.388)
And he writes that it takes courage to face up to the finitude of and the limits on our existence. Thus he agrees with
Druyan that it was only chance that she met Sagan. The message here is that man is just another animal and not any
more important that a sea slug. By chance we meet our spouses—there is no more meaning in our existence than
chance.
“Ideas like ‘meaning’ and ‘morality’ and ‘purpose’ are nowhere to be found in the Core Theory of quantum
fields, the physics underlying our everyday lives.” (p.389)
But he tries to add meaning by saying that these are emergent ways of talking about our human‐scale environment.
Nothing more.
“The source of these values isn’t the outside world; it’s inside us.” (p.389)
We could discuss where such ideas have ultimately led to. In the 20th century alone at least one hundred million
people were killed, directly or indirectly, by atheistic despotic regimes, which were the invention of man’s values.
Nazi Germany eliminated the handicapped because of ideas from inside the mind of man—ideas that were based on
humanist Darwinian thinking.
Carroll tries to save the atheist position with
“If you are moved to help those less fortunate than you, it doesn’t matter whether you are motivated by a
belief that it’s God’s will, or by a personal conviction that it’s the right thing to do. Your values are no less
real either way.” (p.391)
That is true. But in a culture that developed from the Judeo‐Christian mind‐set it is not surprising that altruism in
part remains in the society, even among atheists. But what is their motivation. It would seem they would be acting
contrary to their selfish Darwinian belief system.
Most societies that developed aid to the poor or the handicapped did not arrive at those ideas using man’s values.
Most hospitals, aged care homes, soup kitchens, homeless shelters and other outreaches (the anti‐slavery
movement, for example) began with Christians desiring to follow Christ’s admonition. (Matthew 25:37‐40)
The unsaved sinner did not just think it would be a good idea to help the poor themselves. History tells us—Hitler,
Stalin, Mao, Pol Pot, to name a few—that man’s ideas are decidedly selfish and destructive. The scriptures tell us
(James 4:1‐2) that it is from lust (or desire) that many undesirable actions and even wars result.
But according to Carroll,
“[d]esire has a bad reputation in certain circles. But that’s a bum rap.” (p.392)

And he tries to give it a positive spin, but not by mentioning any of the negative traits that desire or lust lead to. He
says once we have provision of food and shelter we challenge ourselves to show some accomplishments.
“That makes sense, in light of evolution. An organism that didn’t give a crap about anything that happened
to it would be at a severe disadvantage in the struggle for survival when compared to one that looked out
for itself, its family and its compatriots.” (p.392)
Then he tries to paint a rosy picture of what the innate human character is like. But ignores the true character of
man. History tells us that man’s inhumanity to man has dominated since Adam’s sin. Only through Christ, and Him
alone, can man be delivered from his innate propensity towards evil. Sin and a depraved nature lies at the heart of
every human.
Jeremiah 17:9 The heart is deceitful above all things, and desperately wicked: who can know it?
The error of the Enlightenment philosophers is this—the belief that man is basically good. Then why with all that
enlightened education did Hitler, Stalin, Mao, Pol Pot and the like, murder so many millions? The answer: they were
following the enlightened philosophy of Marx and others, who taught that man is the captain of his own destiny. And
that there is no ultimate Judge.
Carroll writes:
“We aren’t slaves to our desires; we have the capacity to reflect on them and strive to change them. But
they make us who we are. It is from these inclinations within ourselves that we are able to construct purpose
and meaning for our lives.” (p.393)
I am sure anyone of the many despots would agree with him. But who judges whether the decisions we make are
the right ones? How do we know that they are moral decisions? If man decides truth, that ‘truth’ is constantly
changing. Only the unchanging God can provide an absolute standard to live by. It does not come from within. The
living God is the ultimate Judge of all mankind. All will eventually stand before Him to get what he or she deserves,
whether he or she has done good or done evil. (Revelation 20:11‐14)
“The construction of meaning is a fundamentally individual, subjective, creative enterprise, and an
intimidating responsibility. As Carl Sagan put it, ‘We are star stuff, which has taken its destiny into its own
hands.’ (p.393)
Which is a statement that Mao and Stalin would have agreed with.
In chapter 46 “What Is and What Ought to Be” he discusses the issue of what absolute standards. He agrees with
David Hume, that there is a difference between what is and what ought to be. He says this is only an apparent
problem for naturalism.
“There isn’t anything outside the natural world to turn for guidance about how to behave….The natural
world doesn’t pass judgment; it doesn’t provide guidance; it doesn’t know or care about what ought to
happen. We are allowed to pass judgment ourselves, and we’re part of the natural world, but different
people are going to end up with different judgments. So be it.” (p.396)
Logically he argues that ‘ought’ cannot be derived from the natural world. I have no argument with that. That is why
the rules, or how we ought to behave, are not derived from the creation, but from the Creator Himself. Yet there are
those naturalists, like Jerry Coyne, who argue a sort of no‐free‐will morality from nature. You are what evolution has
made you. If anything, Darwinism has created conditions for a decline in moral standards.63 The reality is that
morality can never be derived from the environment. I agree with Carroll on that, but not when he writes:
“The lack of an ultimate objective scientific grounding for morality can be worrisome. It implies that people
with whom we have moral disagreements—whether it’s Hitler, the Taliban, or schoolyard bullies who beat
up smaller children—aren’t wrong in the same sense that it’s wrong to deny Darwinian evolution or the
expansion of the universe.” (p.402)
This is a false comparison. For starters, we can deny the validity of Darwinian evolution or the expansion of the
Universe. Both are subject to scientific investigation. Though both rely on interpretation of present day evidence to

find if it is consistent with alleged past event(s), or not. That fact makes the science weak in the same way forensic
science, where only circumstantial evidence is available, is weak.
Secondly, Hitler used the so‐called science of his day—eugenics—to justify his ‘moral’ decision of the Final Solution.
The so‐called science was the offspring of Darwin. It may be true that there can be no moral basis found in nature,
with the exception of the nature of fallen man. But to suggest that Darwinian evolution is valid science, which cannot
be denied, or it means you are committing a logical fallacy, is also a logical fallacy.
Morality and absolutes
In the next chapter “Rules and Consequences” Carroll discusses the ideas around absolute standards and poses some
moral quandaries. One of those involves Abraham and Isaac on mount Moriah. Read Genesis 22:1‐19.
He cites Søren Kierkegaard’s suggested alternative outcomes to the idea of Abraham sacrificing his own son. He
states that Kierkegaard “wanted to emphasize the impossibility of finding a simple answer to Abraham’s dilemma,
and highlight the demands placed by true faith.” (p.404)
Carroll writes:
“When it is not clear what is right and wrong, what are the most basic principles that should ultimately
decide?” (p.404)
In Abraham’s case, it was a test of his faith. But it is also a rare type of test and one only delivered to a man in close
communication with God. Abraham clearly believed that God would achieve in him the promises (make of him a
great nation, and that ultimately Christ would come from his offspring). And the promises would be kept even if he
went ahead and sacrificed his son as requested by God. Carroll cannot understand such an apparent dilemma,
because Abraham placed obeying God above any other rule (“You shall not murder” for example). But there is no
God in Carroll’s worldview.
“As Abraham learned, having an absolute moral standard such as God can be extraordinarily challenging. But
without God, there is no such standard, and that is challenging in its own way.” (p.405)
His atheism has no moral standards.
“Nature alone is no help, as we can’t extract ought from is; the universe doesn’t pass moral judgments.”
(p.405)
His brand of “poetic naturalism has little to say about ethics”(p.405). That is hardly surprising. Accordingly ethics is
not derived from the nature. But ethical standards are constructed by human beings without heed to any God. This
leads to: How do you decide which is the best ethical system to have? Is it founded on “The greatest good for the
greatest number” or “Do unto others as you would have them do unto you”? These ethical systems are respectively
called consequentialism and deontology.
Carroll’s claim is that evolution has provided us with moral commitments. Experimenters working with monkeys, he
argues, have established that evolution has produced some sense of fairness. The implication is that evolution has
provided man with some nascent moral sense, empathy, fairness and cooperation, as observed in primates.
But this is circular. Only by believing evolution has evolved primates to the present status from some earlier form of
animal could one attribute any present qualities to that process.
He claims:
“We have a feeling for what distinguishes right from wrong, and we try to make it systematic. We talk to
other people to learn how they feel, and take that into account when developing the rules for functioning in
society” (p.409)
And admits that there are “no objectively true moral facts out there in the world” because he cannot find them in
nature. But then agrees that “doesn’t mean that there is no such thing as morality” (p.410). Of course not, except he
has excluded the possibility that the One Who created the world is also the only one who can give us an absolute set
of moral facts.

This is called moral constructivism. This only slightly different to moral relativism. The latter says that whatever the
society or individual develop as their morals are right. A moral constructivist, Carroll says, also constructs his own
morality, but he has no qualms telling others that their morals are wrong.
What a mess! Both are lost is the sea of human opinion. Without an absolute from the Creator there can be no right
standard. I suggested a new label: Christ constructivism. Only what Christ taught is the correct moral standard. And
Christ was and is a far more influential thinker than any of the humanist philosophers like Hume or Kant, who Carroll
seems to rely upon.
David Hume “rejected absolute moral principles…” and “…proudly proclaimed that ‘Reason is, and ought only to be,
the slave of the passions.’” (p.411)
Carroll agrees.
“Hume was right. We have no objective guidance on how to distinguish right from wrong: not from God, not
from nature, not from the pure force of reason itself. Alive in the world, individual and contingent, we are
burdened and blessed with all of the talents and inclinations and instincts that evolution and our upbringing
have bequeathed to us.”(p.411)
In the following chapter titled “Constructing Goodness” he then takes up the question of what defines goodness. His
worldview does not contain any absolute standards thus he has no concept of an absolute good and evil.
One approach is utilitarianism, meaning to increase any quality that is perceived as being good when maximised. For
example, increasing ‘happiness’ or ‘pleasure’ or ‘well‐being’. But this runs into the problem of defining the quality
like ‘well‐being’ as the same for all involved. Making someone happy does not necessarily make another so. Looking
at the population as a whole, the average happiness could be increased by murdering all those who are not happy.
That would be a utilitarian approach. Deontological approaches are no better.
Carroll suggests
“It may be that the kind of moral code that fits most people the best isn’t based on a strict construal of any
one approach, but takes bits and pieces from them all.” (p.414)
Regardless of how he constructs his moral code, one thing that you can be sure of, it will keep changing. By contrast
God’s standards never change. Jesus Christ is the same yesterday, today and forever (Hebrews 13:8). He never
changes, but man changes all the time. For example: marriage has been defined as one man and one woman for the
past 6 thousand years. Now western nations are changing that definition by parliamentary vote.
Besides that we have seen in the past 50 years the moral erosion accelerating like never before. Once man’s status in
the animal kingdom was defined by Darwin—he no longer was seen as created in the image of God—it became a no‐
brainer to understand that there were no longer any absolute moral limits. As a result we have seen a moral decline
from the standard set by true Christianity.
Adolf Hitler constructed his own morality. Carroll seems to acknowledge this problem when he writes
“The worry is that, if morality is constructed, everyone will construct whatever they like, and what they like
won’t actually be very good.”(p.415)
Carroll believes that, like the game of basketball was actually improved with the addition of the hoop, morality can
also be improved.
“…we invent rules, but we invent them for sensible purposes.”(p.416)
But that also is fundamentally flawed. Who decides what is sensible? I am sure Adolf Hitler thought his rules were
sensible when he attempted to eliminate all ‘sub‐humans’ from Europe and murdered 6 million Jews and about an
equal number of Slavic people as well. And what about abortion? A million unborn babies are murdered each year in
the western nations. Is that sensible? I definitely know it isn’t from the perspective of the unborn child.
Carroll does not see any clear reason to establish a morality from a set of objective facts. For example, via the Magna
Carta, the laws of most western (now post‐Christian) nations were established as based on the Commandments of

God. This led to the law of law and not of tyrants and dictators. But this is true only in the Judeo‐Christian world. The
Muslim world does not have such a basis for rule of law and this is evident in nations that are predominantly Muslim.
In the following chapter, “Listening to the World”, he trivialises the 10 Commandments. In his opening sentences he
writes
“The idea of ‘Ten Commandments’ is a deeply compelling one. It combines two impulses that are ingrained
in our nature as human beings: making lists of ten things, and telling other people how to behave.” (p.419)
Figure 18: Excerpt from the book "Growing in Christian Morality" by
Julia Ahlers, Barbara Allaire, and Carl Koch, page 40.

Then Carroll follows with the incorrect claim that the 10
Commandments are not the same when compared between the
lists that appear in two books of the Old Testament, Exodus and
Deuteronomy. He suggests that this has led to disagreement
among Jews, Orthodox, Roman Catholics and Protestant
denominations who quote “slightly different lists”. But this is
misleading. The important things is what God said, and that must
be sourced from the original Hebrew writings. Nevertheless a
comparison between the two appearances of the 10
Commandments in Exodus 20 and Deuteronomy 5 shows no
substantive differences. See this link for an example.64
And whether or not Lutherans don’t include the commandment
against graven images or not is irrelevant. The Roman Catholics
do in fact remove this commandment (in practice), and thus the
fourth commandment found in the Protestant bibles is the third
commandment in Roman Catholic doctrine. 65 Catholic doctrine
splits the 10th commandment (not to covert) into two
commandments to make up 10. See Figure 18. But this is hardly a
true representation of God's original handwritten words.
Others have proposed their own commandments (atheists,
socialists) but how can you determine if they are truth
statements? This is the problem that Carroll has not addressed,
but rather sidestepped with his moral constructivism.
He instead advocates living your life believing that there is
nothing beyond the grave. He says there is no Creator. As a result
he offers his own, not commandments but only considerations.
Carroll’s 10 Considerations.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Life isn’t forever
Desire is built into life
What matters is what matters to people
We can always do better
It pays to listen
There is no natural way to be
It takes all kinds
The universe is in our hands
We can do better than happiness
Reality guides us

He incorporates the typical man‐can‐solve‐his‐own‐problems type statements.
“It’s up to us to make wise choices and shape the world to be a better place.” (p.426)

Yet he also has stated that we should come to the realisation that there is nothing else.
“Illusions can be pleasant, but the rewards of truth are enormously greater.” (p.427)
This is a reference to those who think that there is more to life than just matter. He says there isn’t, and once you
wake up to that alleged truth you can make your life better.
In a nutshell, this is Carroll’s message. Life is just a product of this Universe, and its special low entropy initial state.
Everything flows from that. Our current scientific knowledge indicates that there is nothing more than the material
existence. There is no God, no soul, no life‐after‐death, and ultimately there is no real purpose. The only purpose is
what you make of your own life. So live that life, be happy, because there is nothing else.
When the light went out
In the last chapter the author describes his own Christian experience of attending an Episcopal church—a “brand of
Episcopalianism … as mellow as churchgoing gets.” (p.429) There he describes his transformation from being a
‘casual believer’ to naturalism. He writes of two incidents that converted him.
One was his realisation that the liturgy of his church was not decided by God. This happened on an occasion when it
was rearranged so that there was less standing and kneeling. Still he maintains that at that point he was still a
believer.
Then he attended a Roman Catholic University as an undergraduate astronomy major. From the education he
received he began understand how the Universe worked. Presumably he was taught a big bang evolution worldview
and not from a biblical creation perspective. That would not be too hard to guess since Roman Catholic education is
atheistic at its core. The only difference is they teach Roman Catholic theology and ethics. Besides several popes
have declared the big bang consistent with Catholic teaching.
But from his own writings, it is clear that Carroll never knew Jesus Christ as his Lord and Saviour. He never
understood what Christ had done on the cross nor its links to the events of the historical creation account in the
Garden of Eden. Carroll was once a professing believer in name only who gave up that label after he heard a song
with an atheist message “Don’t need the word/Now that you’ve heard/Don’t be afraid/Man is man‐made.” From
that time on, his claim is that he realised it was ok to be a non‐believer.
The irony is two‐fold.
Firstly, he never believed as a real Christian—a transformed life in Christ. Maybe he believed on the level of
believing some story as history. (I even know an atheist who calls himself a Christian—culturally he sees
himself that way.)
Secondly, Carroll now thinks he is a non‐believer, but actually he just shifted his faith, such as it was, over to
another belief system. And that belief system is squarely where Satan would have the whole world. If he can
get you to believe that the Universe created itself, then he can get you to deny Christ and the One who died
for the sins of the world.
This book highlights the importance of teaching our children and students the whole truth about big bang cosmic
evolution, abiogenesis (naturalistic origin of life from chemicals) and Darwinian evolution, the goo‐to‐you type that
allegedly built microbiologists out of microbes over 4 billion years. If we don’t we may be held responsible.
I only say ‘may be’ here, because the Scripture tells us that every individual is ultimately responsible for his/her
actions, considering the creation shows man the nature of the Creator (Romans 1:20), for his/her acceptance of the
Creator God as Lord and Saviour or for his/her rejection of the Lord Jesus Christ, God’s only begotten Son, who paid
a substitutionary death on the cross, for all those who put their trust in Him. For those who accept Christ as Saviour,
eternal life is given freely but for those who reject Him the eternal wrath of God is all he/she can expect. There is no
other alternative.
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